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ABSTRACT
On-line interactive graphics is a very effective research tool
for examining the concepts, components and design parameters of
theater warfare involving multiple aircraft.

The aim of the present

research is to design an on-line computer system which utilizes inter
active graphic displays to develop a dynamic, two-sided mathematical
model of theaterwide tactical fighter combat operations.

The model,

called TOACS, is very useful in simulating and evaluating airborne
defense systems and the problems common to this type of simulation —
such as the formulation of battle strategy for the commitment and
guidance of interceptors against threat aircraft —

as well as those

associated with the active involvement of human intervention.

TOACS

can handle thousands of aircraft, with hundreds of bombers and
fighter escorts attacking tens of targets all controlled by a user who
monitors the simulated battle as it progresses with the aid of inter
active graphic displays.
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PREFACE
The theaterwide on-line air combat simulation model (TOACS)
discussed in this research was developed to study the operational
deployment tactics in a multiple raid air-to-air combat environment.
This research should interest users and designers of on-line systems
and air combat simulation models, analyst concerned with preliminary
evaluation of airborne early warning and defense control concepts and
those interested in studying the applications of interactive computer
graphic displays.
TOACS is a very flexible, on-line interactive computerized model
that can be used as an effective research tool for simulating air
defense systems and analyzing questions related to force employment,
size and mix criteria.

For example, the following broad questions can

be addressed:
1)

To what factors are tactical fighter force levels sensitive?

2)

Does aircraft type offset force capability?

3)

How does staging affect force effectiveness?

4)

What is the optimum interceptor force size?

Chapter I of this research is entirely introductory.

Chapter II

considers the characteristics of on-line processing, the nature and
use of interactive computer graphics, on-line operating cost, languages,
core storage considerations and computer requirements.

A discussion

of the user*s acceptance of an on-line simulation system is also con
sidered when attempting to replace a batch-process simulation system.
This system change-over will be more readily acceptable to the user if
the following are provided:

on-line control;

an easily usable high-
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level language for man-machine communications;
pages that provide fast responsive data;

modifiable display

a system that tolerates users

errors and has sufficient computer power to permit time-sharing and/or
multiprogramming to decrease on-line computer cost.
Chapters III and IV use the considerations discussed in Chapter II
and applies them to the development of TOACS.
the model design.

Chapter III describes

A detailed description of the executive and its

control options, display pages, airborne early warning and control
system and interceptor attack approaches are discussed in sufficient
detail that this chapter may be used as an operator’s manual.
Chapter IV introduces TOACS*s system structure and details all
structures associated with either the hardware and/or software system.
Chapter V presents a case study example illustrating the flexibility
of TOACS*s on-line system and demonstrates its interactive graphic
display capabilities.

Finally, the results and conclusions are pre

sented in Chapter VI.
The appendices were added to give detailed information regarding
the major mathematical concepts used in developing TOACS and to provide
material that would give the interested researchers additional infor
mation to further this study.

Appendices A and B establishes the

relative geometry and develops respectively, the mathematical equations
for the collision and offset attack approach employed in TOACS.
Appendix C provides a detailed operating procedure for activating
either the collision, offset or staged attack approach.

Appendix D

describes TOACS *s interactive keyboard for man-computer communication
and defines a case study example that will give the user with little

V

or no programming experience a basic understanding of the procedure
involved in implementing TOACS*s interactive keyboard.
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Chapter I.

INTRODUCTION

Computer simulation is one of the principle tools in examining the
concepts, components and design parameters of an air-battle involving
multiple aircraft.

The simulation programs are, in general, rather

large and require lengthy computation times.

They also involve a large

number of complex variables which interact with each other to produce,
at times, unexpected or incompletely understood results.

Consequently,

some parameters yield very little or no new information and thus
consume computer time.

Many simulation programs are operated in the

BATCH-PROCESSING mode of operation— i.e., operating parameters and
variables are determined, punched on cards or written on magnetic tape
and submitted to the computer facility for processing.

Several hours

later, the simulation results are compiled and returned to the user,
who analyzes the results, makes necessary modifications and resubmits
the simulation program for additional results.

This process of sub-

mi tting/resubmitting a program may continue until conclusion or until
failure due to errors.

All during this time, the user has no control

over the operation of the simulation program once it is submitted to
the system for processing.

If a mistake in any one of the physical

parameters, data structures or initial conditions is made, the simu
lation run is wasted.

In most simulation programs of considerable size

and complexity there usually exist many errors.

Under the conditions

of long turn-around times (time from submission of the program for a
computer run until its return to the user) and restricted interactions,
program debugging could become an extremely drawn out and frustrating
process for the user of a batch-processing computer system.

It would

2

■be advantageous if the user had direct access to the computer and to
interact with his program over an extended period of time.

The mode

of operation which permits continuous interaction hetween the user and
the simulation program is termed ON-LINE CONTROL.^- By providing a
suitable input/output device and implementing programs that present
data in tabular or graphical form, an on-line computer system could
greatly increase the value of the simulation model as an effective,
efficient and responsive research tool.
The media and input/output devices for allowing on-line interaction
between man and machine has evolved from special purpose typewriters
to complex terminals that provide rapid pictorial output via cathoderay tube (CRT) displays and with the appropriate software, are capable
of providing fast natural, straightforward input.

2

The technique of

using graphical communication to control an on-line program and provide
a direct interaction between man and computer has been called INTERACTIVE
COMPUTER GRAPHICS.

3

The on-line graphical simulation provides the user

with more rapid program development, rapid response and savings of user
manpower,,

However, the time spent analyzing the graphic data, select

ing initial conditions, choosing parameters and observing the simu
lation runs involves a large amount of computer and user time.

Conse

quently, the operating cost of on-line operations are more expensive
than batch-processing.
In order to operate an on-line graphical simulation more efficiently
two modes of operation can be used!

l)

TIME-SHARING— sequential

allocation of hardware resources to several users in a time dependent
fashion such that several independent programs share the processing

3

unit, or 2)

MULTIPROGRAMMING— simultaneous residence of tasks (repre

sented by independent programs) in core that run sequentially in a
single computer system and have access to common devices.

Time-sharing

divides processor time among many users and results in increased
computer time (used to retrieve additional programs from auxiliary
storage for service), while multiprogramming greatly reduces the avail
able high-speed storage space but uses less computer time than time
sharing, since programs reside in core and are not retrieved from
auxiliary storage.
The primary objectives of this research were to design and develop,
a dynamic, two-sided, on-line interactive computerized model, called
TOACS, of theaterwide tactical fighter combat operations so that it
might be useful in future studies.

Secondary goals were to use TOACS

in evaluating the capabilities of an Airborne Early Warning and Control
System (AEWCS) in detecting, tracking and managing —
sense —

in an air-battle

large numbers of aircraft without being detected by threat

aircraft and to evaluate the capabilities of tactical fighter force
levels and mixes in two-sided, theaterwide air combat engagements,
TOACS*s on-line capabilities and interactive computer graphics make it
a very flexible and dynamic model for the simulation and evaluation of
airborne defense systems like AEWCS against threat aircraft.
problems common to this type of simulation —

The

such as the formulation

of battle strategy for the commitment and guidance of interceptors
against threat aircraft —

as well as those associated with the active

involvement of human intervention, are essentially unsolved.

Develop

ment of TOACS with its interactive computer graphic displays is hopefully a step in the solution of these problems.

4

Chapter II.
A.

ON-LINE SIMULATION WITH INTERACTIVE COMPUTER GRAPHICS

On-Line Processing
When an analyst submits a computerized simulation model to a

batch-processing system, he cannot communicate or interact with any
portion of his program.

He must remain inactive and wait for his job

to be processed or he must turn his attention to other projects and
resign himself to repeated interruptions of thought.

On the other hand,

if an on-line computer system is used, the analyst can direct all his
attention to a single simulation program because the on-line system
permits him to continually interact with his program before, during
and after the simulation.

That is, the analyst cans

select initial

program conditions and control options, modify data arrays and obtain
immediate response to all simulation results.

The acceptability of the

4 5
on-line computing system by the analyst depends on: 9
1)

His background, experience and familiarity with on-line
systems.

2)

Ability to express his desires by communicating with the
system in an easily usable language.

3)

Terminal devices for easy interaction.

4)

Ability to change performance of the system to meet his
changing needs or wishes.

5)

Ability to exercise controls to start and stop the
computation at will.

6)

Availability of the computer.

?)

Responsiveness to his demands.

8)

Cost of the on-line system.

5

9)
10)

Resistance of the system to correct analyst mistakes.
Program control for building, storing, generating, editing
and retrieving of display characteristics of his data base.

The elapsed time between the requirement for a change to the on
line system program and the time when the new or modified routine is
operational may be only a few seconds but this response delay will
sometimes cause the analyst much concern.

Whereas he accepted turn

around times of several hours in the batch-processing mode of operation,
he will become intolerant to only a few seconds of delay in the on-line
system.

However, the analyst's feelings are not entirely unrealistic

because with the on-line system the analyst becomes an important
integral part of the system and as a result demands a considerable
amount of his time.
In summary, the on-line operating system permits the analyst a
large amount of control over his program and provides an efficient,
dynamic communication media so that he can devote all his attention to
a single problem and observe the status of selected displays during the
engagement.

Thus, the on-line system not only permits the analyst to

construct his program on-line piece by piece in high-level programming
language but also enables him to exercise controls to start and stop
computations at will.

The batch-pro cessing system on the other hand

cannot offer any of these features.

6

B.

Interactive Computer Graphics
The utility and acceptability of an on-line simulation program

depends largely on the man-computer symbiosis.

To bring men and

computers together in tight synergic interaction, a man-computer
interface must be implemented that provides the media and devices for
presenting information to the user and inputting users requests and
data to the computer.

A rather simple, inexpensive interface can be

mechanized by attaching special purpose typewriters to the computer
for inputting programs and data.

The user requests the computer to

perform a computation by typing in a command and receives both the
machine*s responses and the results of the computations through the
typewriter.

The JOSS system at RAND

2

is a typical example.

A more

powerful display device for providing a communication media between
the user and his program is the CRT which greatly increases the flexi
bility and interaction rate of the interface.

The CRT can display data

in a variety of forms including alphanumeric, graphic or textual on
pre-formatted display pages.

The user can modify, generate or update

the displays before, during or after the simulated engagement0
display pages can present data required in program control.

Other

They can

display sets of initial problem conditions defining the position and
configuration of the aircraft being simulated, the environment in
which the simulation is conducted, information on the sequence of
n

events, maneuvers and tasks to be evaluated.

3h general, interactive

graphics enables the user to communicate with the digital computer con
veniently, in his own terms and in the most natural form.

Likewise,

it permits the computer to communicate to the user in a concise,

7

descriptive and most appropriate form for a given application.

Such

interactions generally produce more rapid and better problem solutions.
In many cases, the interactive displays allow certain problems to be
solved which would not even be attempted using other techniques.
g
Chambers and Michie indicated in their study on the graph transverse
problem that the most efficient method of connecting a single line to
points was best performed by the man-machine interaction.

50

Sutherland

o
SKETCHPAD

system showed the feasibility of supplying graphical or

geometric information to the computer via a CRT display but Sutherland
was not the only one to have considered the significance of graphical,
on-line i/O.

in
Licklider and Clark1 in 1962 saw significant advantages

in the man-computer partnerships.

In fact, as far back as 1959 General

Motors had a program using computer graphics.

11

Today many computer

systems use interactive graphics for situation display, data analysis,
computer aided design and simulation.

In these systems the user's

ability to communicate with the computer in the real-time domain, in
his own terms and in the most natural form is an important adjunct in
problem solving.
The graphical CRT display can be accessed, programmed and modified
in a number of ways.

Currently, CRT displays are programmed and

accessed by alphanumeric keyboards for typing numeric or textual data.
Capabilities also exist for accessing and modifying data displayed on
a CRT by light pens for selecting control options by pointing at them
on the CRT display page.

12

13
Another system ^ provides manual control of

the position of a cursor by means of a 2-axis isometric joystick.
Among the applications of interactive computer graphics are

8

recognition of handwritten symbols;
select display elements;

moving cursor with stylus to

creating new display elements;

data arrays or moving displays by means of joysticks.

scrolling

Each of these

techniques are presented on a CRT display page which provides the
communication media for the interactive computer graphic system.

The

design of the display page greatly influences the effectiveness of
the on-line operation and the following features are considered

.

.

,n

desirable.
1.

14-18

User-oriented language:

The display information should

be presented in a communication language that is oriented
to the problem rather than the machine and allow the user
to easily specify his problem-solving requirements.

The

language itself should have a syntax and vocabulary
designed to increase the user’s flexibility and facility
to accomplish any changes he wishes to make.

This implies

that the language should have a syntax and vocabulary
complex enough to permit a flexible range of alternatives.
For example, the display format for an array element should
provide the user with a concise and absolute meaning that is
applicable to the engagement being simulated with no mis
leading terms.
2.

Hierarchical organization:

To allow access to a particular

display page, a hierarchical organization of pages is desired.
Major categories of pages should be selectable by accessing a
single key;

categories with large numbers of pages should

have an index page and at the bottom of the hierarchy, display
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pages with less frequently accessed information.
3.

Selectable Input devices;

Input devices for communicating

with the program other than the traditional keyboard may be
desirable for various functions.

Light pens or touch sensi

tive digitizers are very useful for inserting data into
graphical displays or identifying an item to be operated
on.

For graphical display positioning applications, a 2-

axis joystick is very convenient and accurate.

For special

applications, track balls, mice or RAND tablets may be useful.
Such a wide variety of input devices facilitates man-computer
interactions by providing the user with devices to increase
his proficiency.

For example, a user with poor free-hand

motions might prefer to use a keyboard device instead of a
RAND tablet.
4.

Rapid access:

Accessing the particular display page should

be simple, straightforward and performed with the minimum
number of user actions.
5.

Responsive:

The result of a user control action with respect

to the display page should be apparent promptly after the
action is terminated.
thought process.

Long delays may disturb the user's

When long delays are unavoidable, short

messages should be flashed on the CRT to indicate to the user
that his control command has been received and is being
computed.
6.

Reliable;

The on-line simulation with its wide variety of

display pages should not be susceptible to infringements of
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restrictions.

If the user selects a magnitude for a parti

cular variable that exceeds design limitations, the system
should not allow the simulation to automatically terminate
causing aggravating, time-consuming, restarting and initiali
zation procedures.

Instead, the user should he notified

immediately that the magnitude selected was too large and
he should input another magnitude.
7,

Modifiable:

The data, procedural tables, maps, etc., that

make up the display page should be easily modifiable.

Intro

duction of a rigid information display page that cannot be
modified may cripple the growth and use of the on-line
display system.

The user should be able to experiment with

the display configuration, to change the kind of information
it contains and the definitions of the flow-patterns of that
information.

In this manner, the user will be encouraged

to recognize new needs and try to develop new ideas for the
display system.

11

G.

On-Line Operating Cost
The on-line operation of an interactive computer graphic simulation

program may involve several hours of computer time.

During this time

period, the user will be observing the displays, analyzing the results
or selecting new program conditions.

This amount of time spent at the

graphic display console interacting with the computer could result
in large computer utilization cost which may be substantially higher
than with batch-processing.

By sharing the on-line central facility

with other users, the cost-per-computation can be reduced by almost an
order of magnitude.
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Additionally, if the central processor (or other

processors, if any) is not servicing the on-line user, it could service
batch customers.

In any case, the on-line user must be made to feel

that he has a committed computer at his disposal.

A time-sharing or

multiprogramming system provides the user with this capability.

Time

sharing refers to the allocation of hardware resources to several users
in a time dependent fashion.

More specifically, a time-sharing system

is a mass distribution technique designed and applied to data process
ing with an underlying function to make more computer power available
to more users.
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During time-sharing operation, a user program can

reside in central storage while additional programs reside temporarily
in an auxiliary storage such as disc or drum.

Computer control is

given to the resident program for a specified time interval or until
the program reaches a wait period (such as an i/O operation).

At this

time, processor control is given to the next scheduled user program.
Although time-sharing divides processor time among many users, the
computer may not be available when requested by an on-line user.

This

12

delay not only aggravates the user but Increases both the user’s
response time to terminal request and time spent at the console.
Multiprogramming on the other hand has several features more conducive to on-line simulation programming.
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A multiprogramming system

is an operating system designed to maintain high-level of work through
put while maximizing the use of all hardware facilities.

It permits

several data processing jobs to be run concurrently in a single
computer system.

In operation, as each job enters the system, an

internal priority is assigned to the job which is used for processor
scheduling.

The job with the highest priority runs until a natural

hold condition occurs.

While this hold condition is being serviced,

the processor switches control to the next highest priority job and
services this job until the first program’s hold is satisfied, at
which time, the processor returns control to the highest priority job,
regardless if the second program can use the system resources.
highest priority job has in effect demand control of the system.

The
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Although multiprogramming decreases the time loss problem common to
time-sharing, it has the disadvantage of greatly reducing available
core storage due to the concurrently processed programs residing
in core.
Another prevailing problem that must be considered for either the
time-shared or multiprogrammed on-line simulation program is data
security.

In most on-line air combat simulation programs involving

research aircraft, highly classified data is used that must be protected
from accidental or deliberate sabotage from other users.

Various

protection principles and practices have been suggested with limited

13

success.
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One possible approach might be to prohibit time-sharing

which would solve the security problem but not the increased computing
time problem.
D.

Languages and Gore Storage Consideration
The use of on-line input devices and graphical display pages for

communicating with the simulation program requires a graphic system
equipped with a high-level language that permits generation and manipu
lation of graphical displays and provides statements or responses for
controlling man-machine interaction from these on-line devices.

The

choice of a language for on-line simulation can often have a significant
impact upon the effectiveness of that simulation.

Experience has shown

several areas in which language choice is of major significance:
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execution and compilation speed, programming difficulty, memory utili
zation and compiler availability.

The execution speed of a graphic

simulation program could be met by implementing a traditional fast lowlevel assembly language.

However, the assembly languages are machine

dependent and represent a certain amount of difficulty in programming.
A general purpose high-level language, like PL/l or FORTRAN, offers more
flexibility.

Not only do some of the compilers for implementing these

languages possess optimization features which produces reasonably
efficient code, but compilation speeds are often very respectable in
relation to other alternatives.

Although interpretive simulation

languages such as GPSS have faster compilation speeds, the GPU running
time is not as efficient.

A. language like SIMSCRIPT appears more

appropriate to graphic display applications.

SIMSCRIPT provides a

modularity design, which reduces compilation requirements, improves
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flexibility and utilizes memory more efficiently.

On the other hand,

some price has to be paid in terms of execution efficiency.

A language

similar to JOVIAL exhibits a great deal of flexibility in organizing
display arrays and data structures in general.

The JOVIAL language

represents improvements over FORTRAN in data structure organization but
not as wide ranging as PL/l.

Additional advantages of the JOVIAL

language permits the programmer to insert assembly language instructions
into a program in order to utilize hardware features.

JOVIAL does not

have the compiler optimization features which are extensively used in
FORTRAN.

However, JOVIAL does produce quite efficient code and

certainly superior than that of PL/l.

Although JOVIAL possesses flexi

bility in data definition capabilities, it does not have the scope of
PL/l,

While PL/l language offers a large range of problems and data

structures it can handle, it is at the expense of performance.

The

wide range characteristics of PL/l and the recent introduction of the
language has produced limitations in optimizing compiler design„

As a

result, the PL/l code is not as efficient and requires more execution
time as compared to FORTRAN.

Despite the multitude of simulation

language available and despite the programming advantages of these
languages, FORTRAN appears to produce the most reasonably efficient
code for statements allowed in the language but the range of available
statements are restricted as compared to PL/l,
In general, high-level languages are widely used in scientific
and commercial software productions while low-level assembly languages
are widely used in the class of applications where machine performance
becomes the primary resource.

The acceptance of high-level language in
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the conventional software applications may he attributed to the cost
performance trade-off.

Software applications, like graphic displays,

where the data structures and display arrays can be easily represented
in a high-level language will result in a decrease of human resources
at the e:xpense of machine resources.

Thus, the high-level languages

are easier to use and implement in a graphic display system but may
increase display production cost several times as compared to low-level
assembly languages.
In addition to the problems of selecting an appropriate language
for an on-line simulation program, additional problems occur when
computer memory is inadequate for simultaneous residence of the simu
lation program and its graphic display routines.
problem is to divide the program into overlays.

A solution to this
Each overlay would

consist of data information or instructions that are needed at different
times.

Dividing the simulation program into overlays allows several

routines to occupy the same core storage during program execution so
that total storage requirements for the program are reduced.

In

addition, because overlays are usually absolute records, they can be
loaded at execution time without requiring relocation.

An overlay can

be stored on a disk or magnetic tape and transferred to core whenever
a request requires one of its subroutines.

However, the overlay

fetching process cannot be accomplished instantaneously.

A delay time

is involved for retrieving overlays which could significantly increase
response time —

a period within which the equipment external to the

computer must have a reply.

Therefore, a compromise must be reached.

If the simulation program is too large to be run on the computer system,
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the choice is "between either simplifying the graphic displays and
control options available during the simulation run or reducing the
size and capabilities of the simulation program.
E.

On-Line User Acceptability
The flexibility of an on-line simulation system often determines

not only its ability to respond to new and changing demands placed upon
it, but may, in fact, also determine how acceptable the system will be
outside the limited fraternity of its designers and programmers.
Criteria for determining the acceptance of an on-line simulation
system by new users is very difficult to evaluate.

An on-line simula

tion system that appears perfect to its developers may not be acceptable
to its actual users.

This is one reason why user control of the on-line

system is extremely important.

With adequate system control, the user

may change the performance of the system to meet his particular needs
or wishes.

The user can experiment with the graphic displays, changing

or alternating data formats with alternative sequences of data retrieval
or alternative formulae for summarizing, processing or analyzing data.
Likewise, the on-line user needs to be able to express his desire by
communicating with the system in an easily usable high-level language
which is tailored to increase the user's interest in the system, his
creativity in using it and his flexibility and facility in performing
any changes he wishes to implement.

Aside from language requirements

the generation and editing of display files must be considered.

The

easier a user can edit the data reported to him by the system through
his own display device, in his own work environment, the sooner he
will accept the on-line simulation system.

The user must be able
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to set lip the display files, the formats of these files including
sequence and arrangement of data as he desires.
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Experience has shown that the impact of mishaps on the on-line
system is far more severe than in hatch-processing.
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A new user of

an on-line system, who invariably operates the system incorrectly, will
not tolerate the abortion of a simulation run due to simple mistakes.
The on-line system must not be susceptible to user mistakes but must
provide quick recovery techniques so that the user may correct his
errors and continue the simulation run.

Finally, if the user is con

vinced of the merits of an on-line system, he will accept the few
minor problems inherent in the system and rapidly find ways to increase
the productivity of the on-line system.
F.

On-Line Computer System Requirements
The basic philosophy of an on-line simulation is that the user

shall, in a fairly detailed fashion, actually direct the simulation by
directly interacting with the computer, thereby bringing to bear his
own insights and knowledge based on the simulations structure or
physical significance.

To make possible an operation of this sort,

the aspects of the on-line simulation system as discussed above —
response time, man-machine interface, input-output devices, language
requirements, user acceptability, cost, etc., —
indirectly affected by the computer system.

are all directly or

Therefore, if a proposed

on-line system does not meet these criteria, then the decision to imple
ment an on-line simulation system should be re-examined.
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Chapter III.

MODEL DESIC2J

TOACS is a digital computer simulation of the interactions "between
a large number of airborne threat aircraft and fighter interceptors.
TOACS assumes that the interceptors are directed to battle by an Air
borne Early Warning and Control System aircraft (AEWCS) that can
operate in a high density combat environment and has a sophisticated
data processing, display and communications capability to provide the
early warning needed to activate the interceptors.

AEWCS's capabilities

involves the ability to detect literally hundreds of targets over
distances of several hundred miles and provides a wide range of command
and control capability for interceptor aircraft.

TOACS assumes that

the user is an integral part of AEWCS and performs the duties of the
air controller stationed within the AEWCS aircraft.

All intercept

strategy and battle-management of tactical air operations is performed
by the user.

Prior to executing a simulation run, the user chooses

the initial conditions to describe the battle arena, target, interceptor,
radar gimbal limits for both the interceptor and threat aircraft and
delay times for certain crucial engagement actions (such as interceptor
scramble times).
The trajectory of the interceptor aircraft is determined from its
positional coordinates and the integration of its equations of motion,
which includes responses to guidance commands based on the intercept
geometry between the target and interceptor.

In this manner the inter

ceptor trajectory is constantly updated during each program cycle.
The trajectory of the target is predetermined (CANNED) and cannot
be altered once the simulation begins.

The TOACS model is primarily
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intended to evaluate the application of interactive computer graphios
to on-line operation of a multiple raid air combat simulation.
Secondarily, it is intended to evaluate AEWCS*s capability in detecting,
tracking and managing —

in an air battle sense —

large numbers of

aircrafts without being detected by threat aircraft and finally, it is
intended for use as an aid in analyzing certain tactical fighter force
planning problems.

It examines the capabilities of tactical fighter

force mixes in two-sided, theaterwide engagements and can be used for
the analysis of both posture and employment of fighter interceptors in
air combat.
1)

The following generalized questions can be addressed:

Can AEWCS provide, a deployable system necessary for precise
command and control of large numbers of both offensive and
defensive aircraft?

2)

To what method of attack approaches are threat tactical
fighter force levels sensitive?

3)

Does aircraft type affect force capability?

4)

What is the optimum interceptor force size?

5)

How does staging affect force effectiveness?

Some limitations of the TOACS model are:
1)

The simulation is limited to a two-dimensional plane.

2)

Guidance of the interceptor aircraft is limited to a straight
line attack approach.

3)

Only the most elementary radar criteria is considered.

4)

Attrition for both the interceptor and threat aircraft
is not treated.

5)

Instantaneous turn rates for both interceptors and threat
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aircrafts are assumed.
6)

The threat flight path cannot he altered once the simulation
begins.

This chapter discusses TOACS*s general simulation capabilities
and on-line interaction features.

The graphic displays, control options

and operating characteristics are described in sufficient detail to
permit this chapter to be used as an operator's manual.

First, the

basic design philosophy used to develop TOACS and a general procedure
for implementing the design philosophy is discussed.
Next, the executive and associated control commands are discussed.
The function, method of accessing and applications for each control
commands is considered.
Next, the basic computer graphic displays and their relationships
required in the operation of the model are discussed.
the early warning and control system symbology;
and in which the air combat occurs;
and types;

This includes

the battle arena over

base locations;

raid flight paths

interceptor locations and types and aircraft status per

formance.
Following the discussion of graphic displays and operating charac
teristics, raid allocation —

the method by which threat aircraft are

assigned and directed to targets —

is discussed.

Next, the basic interceptor attack approaches and the intercept
geometry is considered in some detail.

This includes a discussion of

the major terms and symbols used in the attack approaches and a descrip
tion of flight patterns.

Finally, a brief discussion of the models

special program features are considered.
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A.

Design Philosophy
Simulation is essentially a problem solving technique using experi

mental methods and is especially useful in situations where experimen
tation with the physical system is inconvenient, costly or impossible.
In such situations an abstract model of the proposed or physical system
is developed and experiments are performed upon the model.

Most simu

lation systems involve models of information systems using dynamical
relationships.

For systems of this type, simulation may be defined

basically as a dynamic representation achieved by constructing a model
and driving it through time.

In theory, the arithmetic, bookkeeping

and decision-making operations required to drive the model can be per
formed by manual means.

However, the enormous number of operations

require the assistance of high speed computers.

The logical structure

of the model and its control options for driving the model are incor
porated within the computer program.

The computer program also includes

various control mechanisms used during the simulation and a complete
record of all internal operations of the model.

The computer program

not only generates a variety of data, but also processes the data,
analyzes the data and prepares the results of the simulation.
The model TOACS was developed with these basic concepts in
computer simulation as design tools and using analytic approaches
which makes use of the mathematical methods of solution.

In con

structing TOACS, attempts were made to achieve a representation which
was less complicated than the real system and easier to use for
research purposes.

Also attempts were made to achieve simplicity by

representing only those properties which were relevant to the solution
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of the problem.

In achieving the desired degree of approximation,

TOACS was designed by starting with the simplest version possible and
gradually developing the final model by adding appropriate refinements
until satisfactory results were achieved.

The general procedure used

to design TOACS is outlined in Figure 1.

Figure 1.

Procedure for Designing TOACS.
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B.

Executive Control
Executive control for TOACS is provided by entering control commands

via the display entry CRT station (DECS) keyboard which acts as a twoway communication link between the user and the air combat simulation.
(See Chapter IV, Section B, for a detailed discussion of DECS.)

All

executive commands are displayed on the DECS monitor in a sufficient
descriptive format to obviate lengthy program manuals.

For example, to

select a particular control command for execution, the user simply
presses the key on the DECS keyboard representing the desired control
command.

Once the selection is made, the SEND key is pressed to execute

the command.

After execution of the control command, a message will be

displayed on the DECS monitor indicating the next sequence of events.
The present software limits the total number of control commands to
eight and in order to facilitate entry of these commands, all commands
are limited to two alphanumeric characters as shown in the executive
control display in Figure 2.

Figure 2.

Executive Control Display Illustrating
Control Commands.

The executive program for TOACS and all the control commands are
flowcharted in Figure 3»
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Figure 3»

Executive Control Flow.
(Fig. 3 contd. on next page)
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A brief discussion of the eight control commands and the function each
command performs follows:
1.

Selectable Program Execution

Depressing the SEND key activates TOACS*s main update routine and
causes executive control to he transferred to the IDIIOM functional
keyboard.

Once the SEND key has been depressed the DECS no longer

performs executive control.

A message displayed on the CRT monitor

informs the operator that the air battle simulation program is now
running and executive control is obtained through the IDIIOM keyboard.
The execute mode activates all system entry, display, detection and
processing routines by means of an update loop as shown in Figure 3»
2.

Situation Storage of Major Events

Each simulated run is unique and consists of many operating
parameters stored in either the T or V arrays.

As the simulation

progresses, each of the parameters in the T and V arrays are continu
ously updated and represent the most current simulation state.

By

copying all the T and V array parameters defined at some arbitrary
time TX to a disk file, the simulation may return at any time to the
conditions prevailing at time TX by copying all the parameters on the
disk file into the memory locations assigned to the T and V arrays and
re-executing.

As an illustration, suppose the user decides at a

particular time event T1 to stop the simulation, store all parameters,
evaluate the simulation status and issue a new set of control commands.
The user's decision may or may not be correct.

If incorrect, he may

return to time interval Tl, recalling all the stored parameters for
time Tl and reissue a new set of control commands.

This process may

2?

be continued repeatedly,

A maximum of 3 test conditions may be stored

for future recall by depressing the S key followed by the SEND key each
time a new condition must be stored.

If an attempt to store a fourth

condition is initiated, the third will be replaced by the fourth
condition.

In this manner, the current operating condition will always

be stored.

The method of returning to previously stored test conditions

proves very useful when an air combat simulation involves a large
amount of computer time and the user decides to return to a test con
dition at the battles midpoint to make mid-battle modifications.

If

the test condition corresponding to the battles midpoint was stored,
the operator recalls this time segment, makes the necessary modifi
cations and continues the simulation from the mid-battle conditions.
Meaningful evaluations and program modifications can be easily imple
mented in this manner,
3.

Situation Retrieval of Ma.jor Events

As stated in the discussion on situation storage of major events,
the user may return to any 1 of 3 possible stored simulation conditions
and continue the simulation from the time interval stored in the
selected condition.

Assuming that the operator has previously stored

three test conditions, the simulation may be re-initialized to any 1
of the 3 stored conditions by depressing the I entry key on the DECS
keyboard followed by one of three possible numerals (1,2,3) corres
ponding to the file containing the desired test condition.

The para

meters contained in the selected file will be automatically read into
the memory locations assigned to the T and V arrays.

After performing

the above initialization, the simulation will start at the time
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represented "by the time parameter in the T array, (see format descrip
tion for T array Chapter IV, Section E5).
4.

IDIIOM Scope Copy

During the operation of TOACS, the user may wish to stop the
simulation at a particular point in time and obtain a hardcopy plot
of the display data for future reference.

The routine SCPCPY residing

on the system library GRAFLIB performs such a task.
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In operation

the operator stops the simulation at a desired time interval by acti
vating the START/STOP keys on the IDIIOM keyboard (see IDIIOM keyboard
Chapter IV, Section C).

At this point the display presented on the

IDIIOM MONITOR can be duplicated on the Calcomp or Statos plotter by
depressing the entry key S followed by C which activates the software
scope copy routine.
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Any IDIIOM character, symbol, line or circle,

except for dot-dashed line structure and intensity variation will be
duplicated on the Calcomp or Statos plotter.
5.

Selectable Raid Flight Profiles

The raid cell canned or predetermined flight profiles are selected
during the initialization phase of the air combat simulation from a
list of 8 possible flight profiles.

The flight profiles are prepared

off-line according to the format specified in Chapter IV, Section El
and copied to a disk file for future reference as described in Chapter
III, Section El.

A particular flight profile is selected by first

striking the R key on the DECS keyboard followed by the SEND key.

The

raid select display will appear on the DECS monitor containing 8
selectable canned raid flight profiles numbered in sequential order as
illustrated in Figure

The user must select 1 of the 8 possible
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flight profiles hy pressing the key on the DECS keyboard corresponding
to the numeric digit representing the desired flight profile.

For

example, if the user desired the second raid flight profile, the digit
2 on the DECS keyboard would be pressed.

After selecting the desired

flight profile, the user must press the SEND key to enter the selection
into the computer and return to the executive control display for the
next control command.
RAID

SELECTION

ENTER

DESIRED

OPTIONS
RAID NO.

*

1

EASTCOAST

RAID,WAVE

1

*

2

NORTHERN

RAID, WAVE

2

*

*

3

NORTHERN

RAID, WAVE

3

*

*

4

NORTHERN

RAID,WAVES 1,2,3

*

5

CASE

STUDY 1

*

6

CASE

STUDY 2

7

CASE

STUDY 3

8

CASE

STUDY 4

Figure 4.

*
*

Raid Select Display.

Once the air combat simulation has begun, the raid flight profile
cannot be changed unless the present engagement is terminated.
6.

Diagnostic Gore Dump for Program Debugging

In order to isolate problem areas and provide a convenient method
of debugging the simulation program, a dump routine was incorporated
to interrogate the T and V arrays.

The dump produced by depressing key

board entry keys D then S produces an automatic formatted listing of the
data as it existed at a particular time during execution of the simu
lation program.

The T and V arrays are interrogated because all the

flight dynamic data for both the raid and interceptor aircrafts as
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well as time history and event data are contained in these arrays.

The

dump routine may be executed at anytime during the simulation program
by calling the standard system library routine SDUMP.

Ik

The SDUMP

routine dumps the contents of the T and V arrays to the output file
which is printed as a hardcopy document on the system line printer in
either floating point or integer formats, with ten intermixed variables
to a line.

To aid the user, the array index is indicated, along with

the relative control point location.

Variables at array locations 1,

11, 21 etc., are always positioned in the leftmost data column for easy
reference.

A sample core dump for the first 20 locations of the V-

array appears below:
DUMP

OF

257B

(

i)

21

1

0

0

20

26^B

(

6)

0

0

21

0

0

271B

( 11)

21

1

0

2.500E+01

20

276B

( 16)

0

0

21

0

0

7.

V(

1) THRU

V(

20),

LOCATIONS

257B

THRU

302B.

Selectable Initial Conditions

In order to add versatility and flexibility to TOACS, the user has
the option of modifying preselected initial condition parameters via
the DECS keyboard.

The user can activate the first of two display

pages containing the preselected initial condition parameters by
selecting the I key followed by the N key.

After selecting the initial

condition keys, the SEND key must be pressed to enter the command
into the computer for processing.

The two display pages are organized

such that all, one or none of the parameters displayed on any page
way be modified.

If the user desired to change a data value for a

particular parameter, the user positions the underline symbol (see
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Chapter IVf Section B) directly beneath the parameter of interest and
types in the allotted space the new value.

The same procedure can be

followed for modifying any listed parameter on any display page.

After

the parameters of interest have been modified, the user must position
the underline indicator beneath the last dollar sign symbol ($) and
press the SEND key to display the next page.

Once the second page has

been displayed, the program automatically returns to the executive
control display for additional inputs after the user presses the SEND
key.
The first page contains initial condition parameters describing
the on-board radar, time delays and aircraft velocity components as
illustrated in Figure 5»

Figure 5»

Page One of Initial Condition Display.
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The second page lists the north and east positions for the battle
arena map display as shown in Figure 6.

A complete description of all

the parameters listed on pages 1 and 2 are presented respectively in
Table I and Table II.
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Page Two of Initial Condition Display.
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Table I.
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION FOR PAGE ONE OF INITIAL CONDITION CONTROL
PARAMETER

UNITS

DESCRIPTION

RDET

( i)

NAUTICAL MILES

RDET

( 2)

NAUTICAL MILES

Raid cell number 1 maximum
radar detection limit
Raid cell number 2 maximum
radar detection limit

RDET

(20)

NAUTICAL MILES

RDET

(21)

NAUTICAL MILES

RDET

(26 )

NAUTICAL MILES

C2AD

( 1)

DEGREES

C2AD

(20)

DEGREES

C2AD

(21)

DEGREES

C2AD

(26 )

DEGREES

TDELAY( 1)

MINUTES

•
9

Raid cell number 20 maximum
radar detection limit
Interceptor cell number 1
maximum radar detection limit

•
•
•

Interceptor cell number 6
maximum radar detection limit
Raid cell number 1 radar sweep
angle

•
•
•

Raid cell number 20 radar sweep
angle
Interceptor cell number 1 radar
sweep angle
Interceptor cell number 6 radar
sweep angle
Scramble time for interceptor 1

9
9

a

TDELAY( 6)
VMAX ( 1)

MINUTES
KNOTS

Scramble time for interceptor 6
Interceptor cell number 1 maximum
velocity

Interceptor cell number 6 maximum
velocity
Interceptor cell number 1 cruise
velocity

a

VMAX

( 6)

KNOTS

VCRS

( 1)

KNOTS

( 6)

KNOTS

9

VCRS

Interceptor cell number 6 cruise
velocity

3k

Table II.
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION FOR PAGE TWO OF INITIAL CONDITION CONTROL
PARAMETER

UNITS

DESCRIPTION

XNM( l)

NAUTICAL MILES

Battle arena east position
number 1

XNM(48)

NAUTICAL MILES

INM( l)

NAUTICAL MILES

Battle
number
Battle
number

INM(48)

NAUTICAL MILES

MAP

8.

arena east position
48
arena north position
1

Battle arena north position
number 48
Number of positions used to
display battle arena

Selectable Program Termination

Normal termination of TOACS is provided by depressing the D entry
key on the DECS keyboard followed by the SEND key which halts all
program executions, writes end of files on output tapes, disconnects
peripheral processors and drops the job from the system control point.
TOACS may be terminated at anytime and if terminated, the program can
"be re-executed only by following the submittal procedure outlined in
Chapter III, Section G2.
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G.

IDIIOM Graphic Displays
1.

Battle Arena Display

The battle arena is based on a uniform 13 by 13 inch square
geographic grid superimposed on TOACS theater.
IV, Section A. )

(See theater, Chapter

In order to view the battle arena perspectively, all

the geographical boundaries located within the battle arena are repre
sented by latitude and longitude measurements.

In this manner the

battle arena will graphically represent a section of the earth*s
surface defined by latitude and longitude limits.

Although any section

on the earth's surface could be considered as the battle arena, the
region of earth bounded by 43°0* to '}G°0% North latitude and 97°0' to
87°0* West longitude was selected.

In terms of AEWCS, the battle arena

would be viewed from an airborne aircraft with look down surveillance
capabilities.

This aerial view is simulated by drawing a map on IDIIOM

monitor depicting the states confined by the boundaries of the battle
arena.

With the boundaries selected the states of Missouri and Illinois

are represented with origin located at 36°0* North latitude (Y) by 97°0'
West longitude

(x).

Since the map coordinates are represented in terms

of longitude and latitude measurements, the following algorithm for
converting units of degrees to units of nautical miles was required
ALGORITHM 1

(degrees to nautical miles).

Given the latitude

and longitude in units of degrees and minutes
convert to units of nautical miles.
Al,

(Get X origin.)

ORX-*—

A2.

(Get X plot coordinate.)

( X screen coordinate at origin X)
X**— ORX - X input

X input represents the desired X coordinate to be plotted in
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units of minutes longitude,
A3»

(Minutes longitude to nautical miles.)

X-*— X * nautical miles/

minutes longitude,
A4.

(Get Y origin.)

ORY-— (Y screen coordinate at origin Y)

A5»

(Get Y plot coordinate)

Y-*-Y input - ORY

Y input represents the desired Y coordinate to he plotted in
units of minutes latitude.
A6.

(Minutes latitude to nautical miles.)

Y-*-Y * nautical miles/

minutes latitude.
As an illustrated example assume we have a map coordinate number 1
located at 90°^'0' West longitude and 39O10, North latitude.

By using

algorithm 1 we find the X and Y coordinates in terms of nautical miles
as follows:
Al.

ORX

= 97°0'

A2 .

X

= 97°0'- 90o4 0 l = 6°20' = 380 min.

A3.

X

= 380 min. *1 nautical mile/min, = 380 nm.

A4.

ORY

=

A5.

Y

= 39°10f- 36°0* = 3°10' = 190 min.

A 6.

Y

= 190 min. *1 nm/min. = 190 nm.

36° 0'

Therefore, at coordinates (380,190) on the IDIIOM monitor we would
locate map coordinate number 1 corresponding to 90O^0' West longitude
and 39°10' North latitude.

The coordinates for airbases, interceptor

cells, raid cells and any other item to be placed in the battle arena
niay be determined in a similar manner.

After computing all the battle

arena map coordinates as listed in Table III, the coordinates are
stored in data arrays for future processing by the display subroutine
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which plots each coordinate on the IDIIOM CRT monitor.

The battle

arena display is presented in Figure ? and a flowchart of the
battle arena display is presented in Figure 8.
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Figure 8,

Flow for Battle Arena Map Display,
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Table III.
MISSOURI AND ILLINOIS MAP COORDINATES
LONGITUDE

LATITUDE

X NAUTICAL MILES

89°45’

36°51’

435

21

1

9i°09'

40o 2 1 '

351

231

2

94°27'

40°2i'

153

231

3

93°45*

38°48'

195

138

4

97°42*

36°30'

198

0

5

90o30»

36°30'

390

0

6

90°30'

36° 0*

390

-30

7

90° O'

36° O'

420

-30

8

90° O’

36°30'

420

0

9

89°45'

36o 30'

435

0

10

89°45'

36°51'

435

21

11

89° 09'

36°51’

471

21

12

88°33'

37°24'

507

5^

13

87°39»

39° O'

561

150

14

87°39*

4l°39'

561

309

15

88°i5*

42°21'

525

351

16

90°24'

4-2°21'

396

351

17

91°09'

40°2i'

351

231

18

Y NAUTICAL MILES

IDENTIFICATION
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2.

Airbase Status Display

The airbase status display is represented by a two dimensional
matrix consisting of a maximum of 17 rows and

6

columns.

The matrix

is referred to as a PAGE of display information which contains the
current status for each airbase in the simulation.
interest are represented by

6

The parameters of

columns as shown in Figure 9 and defined

as follows:
COLUMN 1:

BASE

defines the particular airbase
of interest

COLUMN 2:

QUAN

defines the quantity of interceptor
aircraft housed at an airbase

COLUMN 3s

TYPE

defines the type of interceptor
aircraft found on the airbase

COLUMN 4:

DELAY

defines the theoretical time in
minutes that it would take an inter
ceptor aircraft to be airborne

COLUMN 5:

VMAX

defines the maximum velocity for the
interceptor aircraft in knots

COLUMN 6:

VCRS

defines the cruise velocity for the
interceptor aircraft in knots

The quantity of interceptors (QUAN) is the only dynamic variable that is
continually updated.

The remaining static variables are set at initial

ization and retain their constant values throughout the simulation.
Three unique features are incorporated into the airbase status
display.

First, the interceptor aircrafts are assigned attack missions

from this display.

A. cursor represented by a 0.5 inch long line segment

is initially positioned at the bottom of the lower left c o m e r of the
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airbase status display directly beneath the column labeled BASE.

The

cursor has lateral movement only and is controlled by manually adjusting
the cursor positioner as described in Chapter TV, Section D4.

When the

cursor is positioned adjacent to a row representing a particular air
base configuration, the row begins to blink indicating that the inter
ceptors in that row are now activated and ready for assignment.

Once

activated the interceptor can be assigned either the collision, offset
or staged mode of attack,
on ATTACK MODES.)

(See Chapter III, Section F for a discussion

As the interceptors are assigned to designated

targets the remaining interceptors at each base are continually updated
so that if additional battle support aircraft are required the user
may engage the remaining interceptors.
The second feature is that more than one page of information can
be displayed.

Each row of information on a page can be moved laterally

by manually applying a force to the joystick positioner control in the
direction the row must travel.

Rows are advanced from the bottom to

top viewing area of the display screen if the joystick is forced forward
(+Y)i

likewise, the opposite force (-Y) produces a reverse movement,

(See Chapter IV, Section D2 for a discussion of JOYSTICK POSITIONER.)
A gentle rolling or scanning motion is produced that enables the viewer
to read new rows of information as they enter from the bottom of the
screen,
The third and final feature for this display is the use of low CRT
beam intensities for emphasizing removed data.

If a particular airbase

is removed from simulation by activating the REMOVE/RESTORE key 31 on
the IDIIOM functional keyboard, the airbase and all information
pertaining to that airbase will be displayed at a lower CRT beam

intensity enabling the viewer to quickly recognize the removed airbase.
Although the airbase may be theoretically removed from the simulation,
the airbase parameters are refreshed in the normal manner so that
whenever the airbase is restored, the latest information will be
displayed.

An airbase and associated data may be removed from the

simulation for various reasons:
a.

Interceptors at airbase are not required in present
configuration•

b.

Facilitate monitoring of airbase status display for
quick reference whenever the user wants to analyze
selected bases.

c.

Clear battle arena map display.

The logic required to implement the AIRBASE STATUS DISPLAY is flow
charted in Figure 10,

Figure 10,

Flow for Airlsase Status Display,
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3.

Raid Status Display

The raid status display page is represented hy a two dimensional
matrix consisting of a maximum of 18 rows and 9 columns.

The columns

identify the parameters of interest and are defined as follows:
COLUMN Is

CELL

represents the raid cell of interest

COLUMN 2:

TYPE

represents the type of fighter
escort

COLUMN 3:

ESCT

represents the quantity of fighter
escorts assigned to a raid cell

COLUMN 4:

BOMB

represents the quantity of bombers
assigned to a raid cell

COLUMN 5:

TYPE

represents the type of bomber
assigned to a raid cell

COLUMN 6:

VTKT

represents the maximum velocity at
which the raid cell will fly
in knots

COLUMN 7:

HDG

represents the angle between raid
flight path and magnetic north in
degrees

COLUMN 8:

ERG

represents the angle Prom magnetic
north to line of sight from raid to
selected airbase or AEWCS in degrees

COLUMN 9:

RNG

represents the distance between
raid cell and selected airbase or
AEWCS in nautical miles

k?

In addition to the multiple page and varying CRT beam intensity

options as discussed in the AIRBASE DISPLAY (Chapter III, Section C2),
the raid display also features a selectable raid status display for
monitoring the range and bearing for any raid cell with respect to
AEWCS or any airbase used in the simulation.

This capability is very

useful for the user who must know the exact range and heading of
attacking raid cells so that an effective counter attack can be
initiated.

By depressing the BASE key number 2k on the IDIIOM

functional keyboard followed by a numeric digit representing the air
base desired, the raid display will immediately update all parameters
so that the current data is referenced to the selected airbase.

Thus,

the operator can maintain a vigilance of all raid cells and if a raid
cell comes within range of an airbase armed with fighter interceptors,
the user can initiate an attack.

The same logic applies to the AEWCS.

The status of every raid cell can be monitored with respect to AEWCS
and if a threat aircraft initiates an attack approach on AEWCS, the
user can either change AEWCS's course or direct an airbase to launch
a counter attack against the pursuing threat.

The option of monitoring

the activities of threat aircraft and directing the battle strategy
from a remote communications center is one of the primary objectives
of this research.

By monitoring this display and the DETECTION

DISPLAY (Chapter III, Section C5) the user knows the current status
of any raid cell and can implement new battle strategy as the simulation
progresses.

An illustration depicting raid cell 1 attacking airbase 1

while AEWCS monitors raid cell 1 activities and the mathematical
calculations involved in determining the raid cell 1
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heading, tearing and range parameters with respect to AEWCS are
presented in Figure 11.

<D
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X
Nautical Miles

Range Raid to AEWCS =

y(XRl-XAl )2 + (YRl-YAl)2

Heading Raid 1 = TAN_1 (((XRl-XBl))/(XAl-YBl))
Bearing Raid 1 from AEWCS = TAN- 1
Figure 11,

((XRl-XAl)/(lRl-YAl))

Relative Geometry Involved in Determining Range,
Heading and Bearing Parameters for Raid Cell
Display.

The angles and distance parameters shown in Figure 11, will be
displayed in columns labeled HDG, BRG, RNG (see Figure 12) whenever
the raid display is selected.
presented in Figure 13.

The logic diagram for raid display is
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Figure 13.

Flow for Raid Status Display,
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4.

Interceptor Status Display

The interceptor status display page is represented by a two
dimensional matrix containing a maximum of 16 rows and 9 columns.

The

columns identify the interceptor and its assigned target parameters
while the rows contain the parameters magnitudes.

The status para

meters are defined as follows:
COLUMN 1:

CELL

represents the interceptor aircraft

COLUMN 2:

TYPE

represents the type of inter
ceptor aircraft

COLUMN 3:

QUAN

represents the maximum number
of interceptors per cell

COLUMN 4:

FLTM

represents the time of flight
in seconds

COLUMN 5:

BASE

represents the airbase from which
the interceptor aircraft was launched

COLUMN 6:

HDG

represents the heading angle in
degrees of target from the inter
ceptor aircraft

COLUMN 7:

VTKT

represents the velocity of the inter
ceptor aircraft in feet/second

COLUMN 8:

CELL

defines the raid cell that represents
a threat to the interceptor aircraft

COLUMN 9:

TTG

represents the time in seconds that
must elapse before the interceptor
cell collides with the selected
raid cell
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Columns 6 and 7 serve a dual purpose in representing the heading
angle and velocity component for both the interceptor and raid cells.
By pressing the interceptor key 15 located on the IDIIOM functional
keyboard, columns 6 and 7 will display the interceptor's heading and
velocity parameters.

Depressing key 15 for the second time results in

columns 6 and 7 displaying the same parameters for the raid cell.

This

switching action will continue between the interceptor and raid cell
each time key 15 is pressed.
The interceptor status display also features the capability of
assigning targets to interceptor cells, varying the CRT beam intensity
and multiple page options as discussed in the airbase status display
(Chapter III, Section C2).

Interceptor cells are initially assigned

targets from the airbase status display and once assigned the inter
ceptor cells cannot be reassigned new targets from this display;
however, the interceptor status display features a reassigning mode
which permits either the entire or a portion of the interceptor cell to
be reassigned new targets0

The process of reassigning targets to pre

viously assigned interceptor cells is defined as cell-splitting.

The

minimum number of aircraft per interceptor cell that can be reassigned
is one,

Fractional assignments of interceptor aircrafts are not

permitted.

The method of assigning interceptors to targets is identical

to the method outlined in the airbase status display.

Thus, inter

ceptor cells consisting of 3 aircraft assigned to target 1 could be
reassigned to target 2 or the interceptor cell could be split such that
2 interceptor cells are assigned to target 2 while the remaining inter
ceptor cell keeps its original assignment of target 1,

Cell-splitting
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adds tremendous flexibility to the model and provides a very effective
method of interacting with the simulation program to change interceptor
■battle strategy.

A detailed procedure for selecting the interceptor

cell-splitting option is outlined in Appendix C, Section k .

The inter

ceptor status display is presented in Figure 14 and the logic used to
develop this display is flowcharted in Figure 15.
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Interceptor Status Display.
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Figure 15.

Flow Interceptor Status Display.
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5*

Detection Status Display

The detection status display page is represented by a two dimen
sional matrix containing a maximum of 13 rows and 8 columns.

The rows

define the raid cells and the columns define the interceptor cells of
interest.

This display constantly monitors the detection status

existing between every interceptor and raid cell in the simulation and
displays in the appropriate array position special alphanumeric codes
representing the current detection status as shown in Figure 16.
A rectangular box enclosing an alphanumeric code is used to
indicate which interceptor cell is currently assigned to the selected
raid cell.

For example, if interceptor cell number 1 is assigned to

raid cell number 2, a rectangular box would appear in column 1 and row
2 corresponding to interceptor 1 attacking raid 2.

Once the rectangular

box is drawn, the current detection status existing between the selected
aircrafts will be displayed inside the box.

A unique feature of the

detection status display is the capability of monitoring not only the
status existing between the selected aircrafts indicated by the
rectangular box but also the ability to monitor the detection status of
every raid cell with respect to every interceptor cell in the simulation.
This capability provides the user with an instantaneous display of the
most current detection status existing between all combinations of
interceptor and raid cells used in TOACS.

If interceptor 1 is

currently detecting raid 2 and raid 2 is not detecting interceptor 1
then alphanumeric code 01 will be displayed inside the rectangular box.
However, if raid 2 starts detecting interceptor 1 the alphanumeric code
will change to 111 indicating interceptor 1 is currently detecting
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raid 2 and raid 2 is currently detecting interceptor 1 but interceptor
1 detected first.

This display with its alphanumeric code symbology

is very useful for in-flight statistical analysis and end-of-engagement
summaries.

A. complete set of alphanumeric codes used to define the

detection status existing between the various combinations of aircrafts
in TOACS is presented in Table IV.
The detection status display also features the multiple page
option as described in the airbase status display (Chapter III, Section
C2).

The detection status display is presented in Figure 16 and a

flowchart illustrating the various features of this display is shown
in Figure 17.
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Figure 17.

Flow for Detection Status Display
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Table IV.
DETECTION STATUS CODES
ALPHANUMERIC CODES
DETECTED
FIRST

RAID
STATUS

DEFINITIONS
INTERCEPTOR
STATUS

0

indicates the aircraft
of interest has no

0

0

0

1

0

2

1

0

2

0

I

1

1

R

1

1

detection status
1

indicates the aircraft
of interest is currently
detecting another air
craft

2

indicates the aircraft
of interest has detected

S

1

1

I

1

2

R

1

2

S

1

2

I

2

another aircraft in the
past but is currently
not detecting
I

the interceptor cell

1
detected the raid cell

R

2

1

S

2

1

I

2

2

R

2

2

first
R

the raid cell detected
the interceptor cell first

S
S

2

the interceptor cell and

2
raid cell detected each
other simultaneously
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D.

Airborne Early Warning and Control System (AEWCS)
The air combat simulation model is based on an airborne early

warning and control system aircraft containing a superior intelligence
system operating in a total air operations environment that can:
provide a wide range of command and control capability for ground
bases, provide a comprehensive air picture within its coverage which
can be responsive to unforseen threats, and detect, identify, track and
manage —

in an air battle sense —

large numbers of aircrafts.

The

AEWCS simulated in this research is assumed to have all these capa
bilities;

furthermore, the multi-purpose display consoles, data pro

cessing equipment as well as supporting software and hardware systems
are all assumed to be an integral part of AEWCS.
1.

Movable Coordinates

In the TOACS program, AEWCS is symbolically represented by the
alpha character •A* on the battle arena map display.

Erom this display,

AEWCS can be moved to any position within the battle arena by depressing
the MOVE AEWCS key number 29 on the IDIIOM functional keyboard and
applying directional forces to the joystick positioner.

Once the MOVE

AEWCS key is depressed, a message is flashed on the lower left corner
of the IDIIOM CRT instructing the user to move AEWCS to a new position,
A directive force applied to the joystick positioner will result in the
displacement of AEWCS in the same direction as the applied force.
Since the joystick positioner may be rotated within a 60

solid cone,

+ 30° from center, AEWCS may be moved to any position within the battle
arenao

(See joystick positioner Chapter IV, Section D2.)

Once AEWCS

is positioned to its new coordinates the ENTER key number 1 on the
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functional keyboard must be pressed to enter the new AEWCS coordinates
into the computer.

There is no limit to the number of times AEWCS may

be moved to a new position in the battle arena.

Each time AEWCS is

moved to a new battle position, the simulation program automatically
updates all calculations and parameters involving AEWCS.

Thus the

displays requiring distance measurements or time of flight calculations
with respect to AEWCS are automatically updated so that the most
current data is presented.

The capability of moving AEWCS to any

position within the battle arena can be used to simulate an evasive
tactic or to gain a favorable position to detect incipient air attacks
thereby providing the early warning needed to activate the defense
systems.
2.

Variable Radar Ranges

In addition to the capability of moving AEWCS, the radar detection
range at which AEWCS is capable of monitoring raid cells is variable
and covers an area graphically represented by a 180 degree arc as shown
in Figure 18.

The radar detection range can be selected by depressing

the RANGE key number 30 on the IDIIOM functional keyboard.

The word

RADIUS will appear at the lower left corner of the IDIIOM CRT indi
cating that the radius of the 180 degree detection arc (expressed in
units of nautical miles) can now be changed.

After the desired radius

has been selected, the ENTER key number 1 on the functional keyboard
must be pressed to enter the selected radius into the computer.

This

radius will be displayed in the upper left hand corner of the battle
arena map display as illustrated in Figure 18.
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AEWCS Detection Arc.
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E.

Multi-Cell Predetermined Raids
1.

Raid Cell Definition

The raid strike force composed of bombers and fighter escorts,
is structurally organized such that large numbers of aircrafts can be
simulated without creating excessive core storage requirements.
Instead of assigning each aircraft in the strike force a fixed amount
of core, for storing all its flight and operating characteristics, the
aircrafts are grouped together into a unit body described as a raid
cell and core storage is allocated to the raid cell not to individual
aircrafts in the cell.

Each raid cell is assigned 50 locations in the

V-ARRAY for storing all the parameters generated during a battle
engagement as described in Chapter IV, Section E4.
a maximum of
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A. minimum of 1 and

are the limits placed on the number of raid cells that

can be simulated.

Aside from saving core storage, the raid cell method

of representing a strike force is very valuable for performing
statistical analysis on each battle engagement similar to the statis
tical summary presented in Chapter III, Section G5.
2.

Flight Profiles

The raid cells are assigned a canned or predetermined flight
profile for each battle engagement by specifying the rectangular coor
dinates for the directed line segments defining the flight profile.

A

maximum of 12 and a minimum of 3 directed line segments are the limits
for any flight profile.

Figure 19 represents a typical canned flight

profile that a raid cell could fly.
of

3

The flight profile is composed

directed line segments defined by AB, BC and CA.

In segment BC,

the raid cell will make its attack on the target Tl and return to
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the rendezvous point A via segment GA.

In this particular flight

profile the initial starting and end points are coincidental, however,
they need not coincide.

Figure 19.

Typical Raid Cell Flight Profile,

The canned flight profile rectangular coordinates are punched on
cards and copied to a permanent disk file according to the procedure
and format specifications outlined in Chapter IV, Section El,

A. maximum

of 8 separate and unique flight profiles can "be created and stored on
permanent disk files for future access.

The flight profiles may "be

changed after each "battle engagement by selecting appropriate input
parameters via the display entry CRT station as described in Chapter IV,
Section B.

This capability of selecting multiple flight profiles adds

flexibility to the model and permits analysis of various raid strike
force postures.
3.

Variable Velocity

The raid cells fly a straight line trajectory course in a direction
determined by the directed line segments at a predetermined velocity.
The predetermined velocity is assigned for each raid cell flying along
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a directed line segment so that varying speeds can he simulated per
segment.

Thus a raid cell could start with some initial velocity VI for

directed line segment 1 and change to velocity V2 for the second segment.
However, the maximum velocity that can he assigned to any segment cannot
exceed the maximum velocity for the fighter escort being simulated.

In

Figure 19» the raid cell flies along directed line segment A.B at a
velocity VI and changes velocity to V2 while flying along BG.

During

the final segment GA, the velocity is changed for the final time to V3
which is maintained for the duration of the flight.
4.

Variable Start Time

Each raid cell also has the capability of starting its particular
flight profile at a predetermined time,

A parameter defined as TSTART

controls the starting time for raid cell X,

By varying the start time

parameter for specific raid cells, it is possible to simulate multiple
attacks at various time intervals on designated targets by the selected
raid cells.

This option can be used very effectively for determining

the optimum strike force that is necessary to destroy specific targets.
Figure

20

illustrates a multiple raid attack on target Tl by two

raid cells designated respectively R1 and R2 flying identical flight
profiles but separated by a time interval of 2 minutes0
!*•—

2

min.—
/

B

R1

r
\

\

/

\ Tl
\
\

Figure 20,

/
/

Depicts Two Raid Cells Separated by a
Time Delay of Two Minutes.

6?

5.

Graphical Representation

The raid cells are graphically represented hy a small circle
attached to a straight line.

The circle symbolically represents the

raid cell and the straight line represents the flight path that the raid
cell is flying.

The straight line segment is actually composed of 3

line segments defined by the present, 1st past, 2nd past and 3^d past
values for the raid cells X-Y positional coordinates as illustrated in
Figure 21.

Figure 21.

Symbolic Representation of a Raid Cell.
The circle represents the raid cell and
segments 1-3 represent the direction of
travel during 3 update time intervals.

This graphical method of representing a raid cell provides the
viewer with the present raid cells position and the position it occupied
during the past 2 update time intervals.

An illustrative example of a

graphical representation for a raid cell is presented in Figure 22.
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F,

Interceptor Attack Approach Techniques
1.

Intercept Terminology

A thorough knowledge of all the terms, symbols and procedures
covered In this section are of the utmost importance to insure proper
understanding of the relative geometry and mathematical equations used
in developing the interceptor attack approaches.

The major terms and

symbols used in these attack approaches are illustrated in Figure 23
(A and B) and are described below:
a.

Aspect

The angle between the raid
flight path and the line of
sight to the interceptor.

b.

Magnetic Bearing

The magnetic line of sight from
the interceptor to the raid.

c.

Antenna train

Angle off the interceptor's nose.

angle (ATA)
d.

e.

Flight path cross

Angle difference between headings

ing angle (FPCA)

of the raid and interceptor.

Collision

A. course that will maintain a con
stant bearing and decreasing range.

f.

Offset

An approach to a point offset
from the projected flight path,
outside the radar detection range
of the target, followed by a turn
toward the target heading.

g.

Staged

A course that assembles groups of
interceptor aircrafts.
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RAID/

MAGNETIC BEARING

/

- INTERCEPTOR HEADING
FPCA.
3- <ATA
5

RAID FLIGHT PATH

-

RAID HEADING

INTERCEPTOR
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B

Figure 23*

Illustrates Major Terms Defining the
Interceptor Attack Approaches.
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2.

Flight Patterns

Anytime several aircraft are flown in the sarnie airmass a definite
relationship exists "between these aircraft.

This relationship is

influenced "by many variables but during this research the factors con
sidered will be velocity components, aircraft heading, positional
coordinates and the number of degrees the raid is off the interceptor’s
nose which is defined as the antenna train angle (ATA).

The application

of these factors in an air combat environment will result in one of two
basic relationships defined as converging and diverging flight as
illustrated in Figure 24.

In order to establish which of these two

relationships exists during a mission, project the flight paths of both
aircraft by extending a straight line from the nose of each aircraft
along its present heading.

If these extended flight paths cross, a

converging flight exists;

however, if these flight paths do not cross,

a diverging flight exists.

In the converging flight relationship, an

angle is always formed by the extended flight paths.

This angle of

convergence, which is the difference between the headings of the raid
and the interceptor cells, will be used repeatedly in the following
discussion and will be called the flight path crossing angle (FPCA).
The FPCA has a dynamic range from 0° to 180° and can be divided into 3
approach sectors;

rear (FPGA = 0° to 60°), beam (FPCA = 60° to 120°),

and frontal (FPCA = 120° to 180°).

See Figure 25.)

This arbitrary

breakdown of the 180° approach spectrum is used for descriptive
purposes only.

Two additional terms used to describe an approach from

near direct tail chase and approaches of near 180° heading differences
are respectively defined as stern and head-on.

Since these two

approaches are general, no specific FPGA is denoted.
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FLIGHT PATH
INTERCEPTOR

\

CONVERGING FLIGHT

INTERCEPTOR

RAID

DIVERGING FLIGHT

Figure 24.

Illustrations of Converging and
Diverging Flight.
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Figure 25•

Illustration of Interceptor
Approach Sectors.

7^
3.

Collision Approach

For any given FPCA and velocity relationships there is a specific
ATA which will result in a collision course between the raid and inter
ceptor.

The collision course will he the primary attack approach.

Furthermore, if FPCA and ATA produce a collision course then the inter
ceptor cell will approach the raid cell with a maximum continuous rate
of closure.

(See Figure

Figure 26.

26 .)

Collision Course with Equal Speeds Illustrating
Maximum Continuous Rate of Closure.

Maximum rate of closure means the greatest possible rate of closure
that can exist for that particular FPCA and speed relationship.

It does

not mean the largest possible rate of closure which could be generated
between the raid and interceptor.

The above considerations are all

taken into account in developing the Intercept equations defining a
collision course and are presented in Appendix A.

The intercept

equations are effective for the rear, beam, frontal, s t e m and head-on
attack approaches.

A detailed procedure for activating the collision

attack approach is presented in Appendix C, Section 1.
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k.

Offset Attack Approach

The offset attack approach is used primarily hy interceptor air
craft in situations where tactical consideration preclude the completion
of a head-on front-quarter collision attack approach or by interceptors
with inferior radar range as compared to the threat aircraft.
offset is used to convert to a rear-quarter attack.

A single

It consists of an

approach to a point offset from the projected flight path, outside the
radar detection range of the target, followed by a turn toward the
target heading.

The final attack position is astern of the target and

within the missile launch zone.

The missile launch zone is meant to

define the volume of space located within the aft quadrant of the target
from which an interceptor missile can be launched with a high expecta
tion of destroying its target.

The offset approach is basically a

defensive maneuver until the interceptor is positioned astern and
within radar range of the threat.
offensive.

At this point the maneuver becomes

The offset point may be approached from almost any target/

interceptor relative position provided the target aspect angle is less
■than the target radar gimbal limit but if the target aspect angle is
greater than the targets gimbal limit, the interceptor will auto
matically change to a collision attack approach to insure minimum
target penetration.

Beside permitting target penetration, the offset

attack approach is less desirable than a collision approach from the
forward hemisphere for the following reasons:
a.

Interceptor requires a speed advantage over the raid,

b.

Interceptor is placed in a very hazardous position relative
to accompanying raid escort aircraft.
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The above considerations must be taken into account when selecting this
attack approach.

The relative geometry and mathematical equations

involved in developing the offset attack approach is presented in
Appendix B,

The operating procedure for selecting the interceptor

offset attack approach is presented in Appendix G, Section 2.
5.

Staged Approach

The staged approach is used to assemble groups of interceptor air
craft in the immediate area of an impending attack by threat aircraft.
Although the air battle may or may not occur in the same area that the
interceptors are staged, the interceptors will be airborne and can
rapidly be vectored to the threatened area.

This capability of being

airborne when an enemy attack force is approaching and rapidly respond
ing to a threatened area makes this approach very useful in analyzing
air battle tactics and strike force postures by the interceptor air
craft,

In operation, two small concentric circles represent the

staging symbol.

The staging symbol is moved by the joystick positioner

to the desired area in the battle arena.

This area is entered into the

computer along with the type and number of interceptor aircraft that
are to be staged.

Once airborne, the interceptors fly a straight line

course to the staging area.

Arriving at the staged area, the inter

ceptors will wait further instructions.

If no instructions are received

within 8 minutes from point of arrival, the staged interceptors will
return to their home airbase.

While in route or at the staging area,

groups of interceptors may be assigned again to different targets in
either the collision, offset or staging attack approach;

but under no

circumstances can all the interceptors be reassigned at the same time.
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A minimum of one interceptor must be left in the initially assigned
interceptor cell at all times.

After reassigning a group of inter

ceptors to new targets, the number of interceptor cells is auto
matically updated to reflect the current operating status.

The

reassigning of interceptor cells can be continued until only one air
craft is left in the cell.

Each time a reassignment occurs, a new

interceptor cell is automatically assigned to all operating visual
displays and the current status for the new cell will be updated in
the normal manner.

The operating procedure for activating the inter

ceptor stage attack approach is outlined in Appendix G, Section 3»
G,

Special Program Feature
1,

Graphic Display Scaling

In order to effectively control the size of the graphic displays
presented on the IDIIOM CRT monitor a variable scale factor whose
range varied from one to five was added to the simulation.

This scale

factor was controlled by the graphic display scales and cursor
positioner (GDS) as discussed in Chapter IV, Section D4.

Due to unpre

dictable variations in the output signal from the GDS, it was necessary
to filter the output signals 0

The filter designed for this application

was of the first order lag variety with a time constant equal to
l /(iftvr) where A T is the program update time.

The range of input

signals to the filter was 0 to 10 VDC and the output signal varied from
1.8 to 9.0 VDC as shown belows

9
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In operation, the output signal has direct effect upon the filtering
action;

that is, the error signal, which is the difference between the

input signal and the feedback signal, is fed to the controller so as to
reduce the error and bring the output signal to a desired value.

In

this manner unpredictable variations in the input voltage are filtered
and the output error is minimized.

The filtered output signal as

used in the TOACS represents the number of digital graphic units per
nautical mile (DGUPM).

For example, the IDIIOM display screen contains

a maximum of 1023 square digital graphic units (DGU) and by applying a
scale factor of 1,8 nautical miles/DGU, a total square area of 18^1
(1023 x 1.8) nautical miles can be represented.
menting the GDS appears in Figure 27 0

The logic for imple
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Figure 27.

Flow for Graphic Display Scaler
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2.

Automatic Program Submittal

The display entry CRT station serves as a very efficient input
device for submitting programs to the computers input stack for
execution.

Under normal conditions, execution of TOACS is performed

by the user when he manually submits the program execution deck at the
system card reader.

This method is both time consuming and inefficient.

An alternative method is to employ the standard subroutine SUB located
on the CDC 6600 standard hybrid library.

This routine assumes that

the program to be submitted for execution has previously been compiled
into a permanent file including accounting, control and data cards.
Typing the submit command (SUB) the DECS keyboard causes the standard
hybrid program SBMT to generate a small retrieval deck which attempts
to locate the permanent file under the account specified.

If the file

is found, it is automatically submitted to the input stack for execu
tion,

Only one set of cards is required in order to generate or

replace the execute file (as when input data is modified)„

The execute

file or program module may be removed from the disk by purging/
releasing the file.
a.

Deck Preparation and Example
1•

Generate or Replace Execute File

The following control cards generate an indirect access
permanent file BATTLE which includes the complete execute
deck (consisting of account and control cards, input
data, and alternate data or control cards) on various
records.

If the access file has already been generated

the access file is replaced by the new version.
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JOB, 3 ,77,7500
ACCOUNT,123^567.
ACC. E789
123^567
579 f029
SETID,0UTPUT=1.
COPY, INPUT, BATTLE.
REPLACE, BATTLE.
* FILE COMPLETED.
789 eor
HJOB, 3 ,777,200000.
ACCOUNT,1234567.
ACC. E789
123^567
579 f029
SETID,OUTPUT=l.

?s

Added Before standard
Execute Deck.

>

Standard Execute Deck.

J
\

COMMON,
REWIND,
■
•

Execute.
EXIT.
•

789

eor

0$NL
•
•
..other DATA

789

eor

..alternate DATA cards

6789

2.

eoi

J

DECS Remote Deck Gall

Typing the following characters causes program SBMT to
submit permanent file BATTLE to the input stack:
SUB,BATTLE,123^567.
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3.

Catalog and Purge File

The accounting and control cards which follow cause
information about all permanent files under account
1234567 to be printed, and then purges permanent file
BATTLE*.

JOB,3 ,77,7500.
ACCOUNT,1234567.
ACC. E789 1234567
579 f 029
SETID,OUTPUT*!.
CATLIST,LO=F,
PURGE, BATTLE
6789 eoi
3.

■\

>

Catlist and Purge.

J

Variable Symbol Sizing for Battle Arena Map Display

In most situations, the graphic symbols used for display presenta
tion on the IDIIOM monitor are suitable for normal viewing purposes;
however, when large numbers of aircrafts are being simulated, the
battle arena becomes very congested and the symbols used to identify
the airbases, interceptors and raids may be obscured from view due to
insufficient size.

In order to present a larger symbol size, the user

must press the SIZE key number 12 on the IDIIOM keyboard.

A maximum

of 4 symbol sizes may be selected by pressing the SIZE key four con
secutive times.

Each time the SIZE key is pressed a larger symbol

size will be displayed.

The four symbol sizes are respectively 0,1,

0.2, 0,33 and 0.46 inches in height.

If the SIZE key is pressed for

the fifth consecutive time, the sequence of symbol sizes are repeated
so that the smallest symbol size is displayed.
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4,

Variable Speed Control

In TOACS, a typical engagement involving multiple aircrafts
involves many hours of costly computer time when operated in a real
time environment.

A solution to the cost problem was to incorporate

a variable program speed control to vary the integration time step
thus accelerating data computations and reducing computer time.

The

integration time step (ITS) is calculated in units of seconds according
to the following equation:
ITS = SPEED * PDT

(l)

where:
SPEED = input variable selected via the
IDIIOM functional keyboard
PDT =

program update time in seconds

The integration time step is added to the TOACS real clock time to
produce the following equation:
(2 )

TIME = TIME + ITS

Equation (2 ) produces an updated real clock time which is used for all
computations in TOACS,

Thus by changing the program speed control,

the simulation can operate at real-time or a multiple of real-time.
For example, a program speed of i and an integration time step of .1
seconds will produce a real-time simulation environment0

As a result,

1 second of computing time results in 1 second of engagement time with
a ,1 second integration step size.

If the selected speed is changed

to 2, the integration step size will be increased to .2 seconds
resulting in a simulation time equivalent to twice real-time.
The program speed is selected by pressing the SPEED key number 7
on the IDIIOM functional keyboard which displays a message in the lower
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left corner of the IDIIOM monitor requesting the user to select the
speed desired.

The user must respond hy entering one or a maximum of

four decimal digits from the IDIIOM keyboard.

The digits cam he any

number from 1 through 9 resulting in speeds ranging from 1 to a maximum
of 9999«

The ENTER key number 1 is pressed to enter the numeric

selection into the computer and to display the new speed selection in
the upper left corner of the battle arena display as shown in Figure 7,
Fractional numbers are not permitted,
5,

Time History of Major Program Events

The scope copy options as discussed in Chapter III, Section B4
provides a very good hardcopy document for reports.

However, the

scope copy cannot provide a complete time history account of major
events as they occur in the simulation.

In order to compensate for

this disadvantage, an output subroutine designated EVENT was developed,
EVENT is completely time dependent and event oriented,

A. total of 22

events are programmed into TOACS and during the simulation if any of
these events occur the EVENT subroutine is called to record on magnetic
tape both the event and the time at which the event occurred,

A

complete description of all events used in the TOACS is presented in
Table V e

In addition to recording the time history of selected events,

the EVENT subroutine also records the time history of 30 aircraft per
formances and flight characteristic parameters as illustrated in
Table VI,

These parameters are used to tabulate engagement statistics

and the results of these statistics are presented in a formatted hard
copy end-of-engagement summary as shown in Figure 28,

The EVENT sub

routine is accessed from the DECS keyboard by typing the following
command:

(See Chapter III, Section G2.)
SUB,HCOPY,ACCOUNT NUMBER.
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End-of-Engagement Summary.
(Fig, 28 contd, on next page)
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Table V.
AIR COMBAT SIMULATION EVENTS
EVENT DESCRIPTION
1

Staged interceptor selected

2

Collision interceptor selected

3

Offset interceptor selected

4

Staged interceptor arrives at stage point

5

Interceptor arrives at collision point

6

Interceptor arrives at offset point

7

Interceptor takes new heading

8

Raid cell starts mission

9

Raid takes new heading

10

Interceptor starts detecting raid

11

Interceptor stops detecting raid

12

Raid starts detecting Interceptor

13

Raid stops detecting interceptor

14

Interceptor starts home

15

Interceptor arrives at home base

16

Raid arrives at home base

17

Interceptor launched

18

Cell split new cell formed

19

Interceptor at offset point
Interceptor turned at offset
Interceptor at offset detection point
Impossible intercept
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Table VI.
TIME HISTORY DATA, PARAMETERS
DESCRIPTION
1

Event type identification number

2

Elapsed run time in minutes

3

Current number of interceptors

k

Raid cell number

5

Raid X position in nautical miles (+ east)

6

Raid Y position in nautical miles (+ north)

7

Raid true air speed in knots

8

Raid heading in degrees (90°=E, 180°=S, 270°=W, 360°=N)

9

Raid flight time in minutes

10

Raid time from target in minutes (+ home bound)

11

Interceptor cell number

12

Interceptor X position in nautical miles (+ east)

13

Interceptor Y position in nautical miles (+ north)

lk

Interceptor true air speed in knots

15

Interceptor heading in degrees

16

Interceptor flight time in minutes

17

Interceptor time to go

18

Interceptor type identification number

19

Interceptor cell size (quantity)

20

Interceptor target point X position In nautical miles

21

Interceptor target point Y position in nautical miles

22

Interceptor target cell number

23

Interceptor home base number

2k

Total number of interceptor detections of raids

25

Total number of raid detections of interceptors

26

Number of detections-in ter cep tors only

27

Number of detections-both-interceptors first

28

Number of detections-both-simultaneous
Number of detections-both-raid first
Number of detections-raid only
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Chapter IV.

TOACS SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

TOACS system has been designed to provide the user with a compre
hensive set of graphical tools so that he is able to observe the
status and progress of the model before, during and after the simu
lation.

The system allows the user to graphically interact in

modifying, generating and updating all displays.

In addition, the

system provides the user with the devices and the ability to interact
with the graphical displays quickly and responsively without signifi
cantly reducing display quality or effectiveness.
In this chapter, a detailed discussion is presented on TOACS*s
system configuration.

First the theater is discussed and the physical

dimensions for the viewing and working area are defined.
Next, the display entry CRT station is considered.

In addition

to a general discussion on the physical characteristics of the DECS,
the display format and operating characteristics are reviewed.
Following, the discussion on the display entry CRT station, the
IDIIOM interactive keyboard —

with its lighted functional keys —

is

considered.
Next, the hand controlled digital positioner assembly is discussed.
This includes a discussion on the joystick positioner, the joystick
initializer and the graphic display scaler.
Finally, a detailed discussion on all data array structuring and
digital equipment used in developing TOACS is discussed.
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A.

Theater
The theater is the media through which the viewer observes the

simulation.

It consists of viewing area provided by the IDIIOM 21

inch display screen with a 13 inch square usable working area.

The

working area is represented by a rectangular coordinate system with
the X-axis drawn horizontally with the positive direction to the
right and the Y-axis drawn vertically with the positive direction up.
The working area is subdivided in units identified as digital graphic
units (DGU) with a maximum of 1023 DGU/13 inches.

By representing the

DGU in units of nautical miles (NM) the working area can be scaled to
represent a given distance.

For example,

if each DGU represents 1.8

NM, a working area of 1841 square NM (1.8 x 1023) can be displayed as
seen in Figure 29.

Figure 29.

View of TOACS Theater with Coordinate Axis
System Limits.
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B.

Display Entry CRT Station
1.

General Description

The display entry CRT station (DECS) provides a very fast and
efficient communication link between the user and the GDC 6600 computer
system.

The data entry and retrieval is achieved by means of an alpha

numeric ’edit* keyboard featuring numerous editing facilities along
with message transmission keys to initiate inputs as illustrated in
Figure JO,

By entering control commands via the entry keyboard the

operator can submit the simulation program for execution, alert the
system to a change in the status of input/output devices, alter the
operation of the simulation, request information on the status of the
simulation or terminate execution of the simulation program.

Figure JO .

Display Entry CRT Keyboard.
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2.

Data Presentation

The display station features a 14 inch rectangular CRT with symbols
displayed within a nominal 6 by 8 inch area.
lines of

50

The display format is 20

symbols with each symbol consisting of either the alphabet

in uppercase, arabic numerals, punctuation marks, or special symbols,
3*

Operational Description

In a typical operation, the user composes a command or inquiry
message using the alphanumeric entry keyboard.
composed, it is displayed on the CRT monitor.

As the command is
A chain of markers con

sisting of underlines indicates to the user where the next symbol will
be displayed.

Initially, the markers are positioned from the left to

the right c o m e r in the top line of the raster.

In this case, the

marker located in the upper left c o m e r is called the entry marker.
Depressing any of the symbol keys located on the keyboard, enters the
symbol at the entry marker position and erases the marker.

The next

marker to the right of the new symbol now becomes the entry marker.
After reaching the end of the line, the marker chain is automatically
displayed on the next lower line.

When the end of the last line is

reached, the marker chain is repositioned to the first line, with the
marker in the upper left c o m e r becoming the entry marker.

This

method of displaying messages is illustrated below:

After the message is composed, the SEND key is used to terminate the
message and requests the data source to read the displayed information.
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In addition, it locks the keyboard;

preventing any further key

depressions until the displayed message is read and a correct response
received,
G,

Interactive Keyboard
The IDIIOM functional keyboard as used in this research has three

tasic characteristics which enhances its performance as a very useful
input device for man-computer communication;

they ares

(l) introduce

program data into IDIIOM's own memory or that of the central computer
or to instruct memory as to the required display and processes to be
performed and/or presented,

(2) provide a self-contained error pr e 

vention capability in the form of electrical lockouts of keys that are
not required or would cause Incorrect syntax to be generated and,

(3 )

provide a key lighting scheme for visual feedback to the user which will
result in proper syntax generation.

It is the lights under the keys

indicating which keys can be struck and the resulting visual feedback
that makes the IDIIOM keyboard interactive as compared to the static
unidirectional information transfer provided by the standard teletype
keyboard.

Figure 31 contains a layout of the IDIIOM keyboard as it was

designed for TOACS,

The keys are partitioned into four general groups:

keys associated with displays (14,15,16,24,29,32), keys corresponding
to attack approaches (21,22,23)» keys for entering numeric inputs (2,9,
10,11,17,18,19,25,26,27) and keys used for editing (1,3*4,7,8,12,20,30,

31).
Appendix D presents a case study example to show how the IDIIOM
keyboard functions during the input of typical commands and provides the
user —

with little or no programming experience —

ing of TOACS's interactive keyboard.

a basic understand
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ARENA.

remove/

RADIUS

RESTORE
32

AIRBASE

24

RAID

16

MOVE
AEWCS

2

3

27

26

25

31

30

29

28

STAGE

COLLI
SION

OFFSET

4

5

6

22

21

ALTER
NATE
VELOCITY

20

19

18

17

11

10

23

INTER
CEPTOR
15

DETEC
TION
14

Figure 31

SIZE

13

12

IDIIOM Interactive Keyboard
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D.

Hand Controlled Digital Positioner Assembly
The hand controlled digital positioner assembly developed as an

aid in positioning two dimensional displays on the IDIIOM CRT display
screen consists of three functional potentiometer hand controllers and
six discrete toggle switches as illustrated in Figure 32.

37

The hand

controllers are used for positioning and display scaling applications
while the toggle switches are used mainly for implementing logical
decisions which governs the CRT display or external i/O device status.
All controls and switches directly or indirectly interact with the
IDIIOM CRT display system.
1.

Toggle Switches

The six toggle switches mounted on the digital positioner assembly
are represented by
weight;

6

binary digits or bits with each bit assigned a

for instance, the first bit has a weight of

sixth bit has a weight of 32 (2^).
sented by

6

Since all

6

1 (2

) and the

switches can be repre

bits, only the bits 19 through 24, word 2 of the IARY array

needs unpacking to determine which switches are activated.
Table VIII, for the IARY array structure.)
and 2 are used.

(Refer to

In TOACS only switches 1

Switch 1 is used to activate the logic package that

lights the functional keyboard so that the user knows which keys to
press for the next sequence of input commands.

Switch 2 is used to

obtain additional information concerning the raid cell status.
selecting switch

2,

By

the types of fighter escorts and bombers used in

each raid cell is presented to the user in the raid cell status display
By two columns labeled escort type and bomber type (see Figure 12).

c D

JOYSTICK INITIALIZER

CURSOR
POSITIONER
A
DISCRETE TOGGLE SWITCHES

Figure 32.

Digital Positioner Assembly.
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2.

Joystick Positioner

The manual displacement potentiometer joystick as employed in
this research is used for rapid positioning applications and can he
moved within a 60° solid cone, + 30° from center.

It contains a stiff

ljf inch handle and gives the operator/user a directional feel as well

as a quick response characteristic.

The joystick positioner controls

two axes (X,Y) and is spring loaded so that once the applied force is
removed, it returns immediately to the neutral position.

The electrical

output from the joystick positioner is composed of a pair of resolved
output voltage signals in the X and Y axis, proportional to the stick
displacement which equals the supply voltage when the stick is at
maximum deflection.

In operation, electrical signals proportional to

magnitude and direction are resolved into X and Y components as a
vector force is applied "by finger pressure to the joystick positioner
by the user.

These analog output signals are then fed to two analog/

digital converters with

50

samples per second sampling rates, which

converts the stick displacement to a pair of

12

bit binary coded

numbers compatible with the GDC 6600 computer.
3o

Joystick Initializer (JSl)

When the joystick is displaced from its normal center position,
the battle arena map display is positioned to its new coordinates 0

As

long as the joystick is held stationary at some displaced position from
center, the map display will continue to move at a rate and direction
proportional to the joystick displacement.

In order to return the

display to its initial position, the user must position the joystick
in the proper direction which at times may be difficult.

When the

display is positioned beyond the physical viewing boundaries of IDIIOM
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screen, the user may have difficulties in repositioning the display
since the display is no longer visahle.

In order to rapidly initialize

the display, the JSI control may he turned to its extreme clockwise
position which automatically returns the selected display to its
initialized condition.

The JSI control is centered on a 5K spring

return wiper potentiometer with a maximum deflection of +
maximum output voltage range of + 10 VDC,

30°

and a

The selected display will

be returned to its initialized position only when the output signal
from the JSI is equal to or greater than

8

VDC.

A. flowchart for the

JSI control appears in Figure 33-

Figure 33.

Joystick Initializer Flowchart.
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4.

Graphic Display Scaler/Cursor Positioner

The potentiometer control labeled A In Figure 32 provides two
unique operations depending upon the display selected for presentation
on the IDIIOM monitor.

If the battle arena display is selected,

control A functions as a graphic display scaler (see Chapter III,
Section G) and if the airbase display is selected, it acts as a cursor
positioner for selecting the airbase from which interceptor cells are
to be launched.

(See Chapter III, Section C2.)

A force applied to

the control knob A in Figure 32 produces a proportional output voltage
varying from 0 to 10 VDC at maximum displacement.
signal is then converted to a

12

This analog output

bit binary number and packed

5

0 -1

channels/word by the GRAFLIB subroutine IDIAD.

After conversion,

the binary number is stored in the IARY array as described in Chapter
IV, Section E3«
E0

Array and Data File Structuring
1.

Raid Cell Flight Path Data Format

All the raid cell data defining the predetermined (canned) flight
profiles was originally punched on a card input file, then copied to a
seven track, one-half inch magnetic tape at a density of 800 bits per
inch in a binary coded decimal format-,

Each canned flight profile

represents one tape file and a maximum of

8

files can be represented.

Figure 34 shows the structure of the raid cell flight data for one
file
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RECORD

DESCRIPTION

1

EVENT RECORD

2

PARAMETER DEFINITION RECORD

3

FIRST DATA RECORD
-***

NPTS(l)+2

LAST DATA RECORD

NPTS(l )+3

NEXT RAID DEFINITION AND
DATA RECORDS WOULD BE NEXT
OR END OF DATA RECORD.
IF
ALL PROCESSING HAS BEEN
COMPLETED.

NRAIDS
NP TS (x )+NRAIDS + 1

END OF DATA

NPTS (x )+NRA.3DS + 2

END OF FILE

x=l
NRAIDS

E
x=l

Figure 3^*

Data Tape Format for Raid Cell
Flight Profile.
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a.

Raid Cell Data Tape Format

The first physical record on the raid cell data tape is the
Event Record.

This record defines the total number of raid cells in

the simulation and describes the event requested.

This information

applies to the complete file and is not repeated in any other record.
The Parameter Definition Record follows the Event Record.
The Parameter Definition Record contains information defining the total
number of data points for each raid cell and the ratio of interceptors
to bombers.

Also listed is the type of aircraft and the start time

for which the raid cell is activated.

The Parameter Definition Record

is followed by the Data Record which lists the (X,Y) positional coordi
nates and the velocity at which the raid cell is flying.
RECORD 1 EVENT RECORD
NRAIDS, binary integer,

(ilO), indicating the number of

raid cells in the simulation.

The number of raid

cells for this maneuver is required to identify
how many Parameter Definition Records are in the
next record.

HEMP,

5

words, 10 CDC characters each, (5A10), giving

the title of the event.
RECORD 2 PARAMETER DEFINITION RECORD
NPTS,

binary integer,

(ilO), indicating the number of

directed line segments forming the raid cell
flight profile.

The maximum number of segments

is limited to 12 in the simulation.

The number

of segments for this raid cell is required to
identify how many Data Records follow.
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IVT1,

binary integer,

(ilO), describing the type of fighter

escorts.
NVT1,

binary integer,

(IlO), describing the number of

fighter escorts.
NVT2,

binary integer,

(ilO), describing the number of

bombers•
IVT2,

binary integer,

(ilO), describing the type of bombers,

TSTART, floating point number,

(F10.0), determine the start

time at which this raid cell will enter into the
simulation.
RECORD 3 DATA RECORD
X, floating point number, (F10.0), giving the value of the X
positional coordinate for this raid cell.
Y, floating point number,

(FIO.O), giving the value of the Y

positional coordinate for this raid cell.
V, floating point number, (F10.0), giving the value of the
velocity vector for this raid cell.
2.

Detection Status Format

The current detection status existing between a raid and inter
ceptor cell, for each update pass through TOACS is stored in the two
dimensional detection array IDET.
raid/interceptor cell combination.

The array indices corresponds to a
Thus IDET (2,4) contains status

information for raid cell 2 and interceptor cell 4.

The detection

array maintains the detection status for a maximum of 14 interceptor
and

36

raid cells by setting appropriate bits within each array element.
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Since a GDC 6600 word has 60 bits, any one of these 60 bits could be
set to represent a particular status existing between the raid and
interceptor cell per each program update cycle.

In TOACS only 8

bits are used with each bit corresponding to a particular status
event occurring between the raid and interceptor cell as illustrated
in Table VII.

Table VII.
DETECTION STATUS BIT STRUCTURE FOR IDET ARRAY
Bit weight

Description

Bit

1

1

interceptor cell is currently detecting

2

2

interceptor has detected

4

3

unused

8

4

raid cell is currently detecting

16

5

raid cell has detected

32

6

unused

64

7

interceptor cell detected first

128

8

raid cell detected first
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3«

Digital Positioner Arrays
a.

Digital Positioner Packed Data Array

After the analog outputs from the digital positioner are
converted to 12 bit byte words by the GRAFLIB subroutine
IDIAD, the converted words are stored in the packed data
array IARY.

This array is used as a communication area

for processing i/O data from the IDIIOM display system.
A call to IDIAD reads the last stored values into the IARY
packed five channels per word according to Table VIII,

Table VIII.
PACKED DATA FORMAT FROM DIGITAL POSITIONER
Description

Channel

Bits

IARY word

1

1-12

1

joystick x axis coordinate

2

13-24-

1

joystick y axis coordinate

3

25-36

1

scale factor

4

37-48

1

joystick initializer

5

49-60

1

not applicable (NA)

6

1-12

2

NA

7

13-24

2

discrete toggle switches

8

25-36

2

NA

9

37-48

2

NA,

10

49-60

2

NA
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b.

Digital Positioner Unpacked Data Array

The unpacked data from the digital positioner is stored
in an output array designated AD according to the format
presented in Table IX,

Table IX.
UNPACKED DATA FORMAT FROM DIGITAL POSITIONER
Description

AD
Word

U.

1

joystick x axis coordinate

2

joystick y axis coordinate

3

display scaler

Ur

joystick initializer

Y-ARRAY

The V-ARRAY is the main data array in TOACS and provides storage
for program control and basic flight characteristics variables for all
aircrafts in the simulation.

The structure of the V-ARRAY consists of

three basic sections designated respectively airbases, raid cells and
interceptor cells as shown in Figure 35*
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>v

AIRBASE

1

AIRBASE

2
•

10 air "bases
(max)

10 parameters
per airbase

•
•
AIRBASE

X
/

RAID CELL

1

RAID CELL

2
•

36 raid cells
(max)

50

>

parameters
per raid cell

^

50 parameters
per interceptor
cell

•
•
RAID CELL

Y

INTERCEPTOR CELL

1

INTERCEPTOR CELL

2

J
\

•
t k interceptor cells

(max)

a
•
INTERCEPTOR CELL

Figure 35*

Z

Structure of V-ARRAY,

10?

a.

Airbase Section of V-ARRAY

In order to provide a flexible and easy accessible method
for retrieving data from any airbase, an indexing scheme
using a computational algorithm was constructed.

The

computational algorithm assumes that each airbase is
indexed and stacked in sequential order.

An index

reference point (IR) is computed which locates the entry
point in the V-ARRAY where the airbase (key) status parameters
are stored.

The computational algorithm is presented in (3 ).

IR= NBASES* KE Y - (BA-l)

(3)

where
IR

defines the index reference in the V-ARRAY

NBASES

represents the total number of airbases in
the simulation

KEY

defines the desired airbase number

BA

represents the dimension of each airbase

As an illustration, suppose the index reference point for
airbase number 3 ti a simulation consisting of ten airbases
is desired.

The index reference point can be computed from

equation (3 ) as follows:
IR=

10

m=

21

*

3

- (10 - 1 )

Thus, the desired airbase is located in the twenty-first
position of the V-ARRAY.

The complete structure of the air

base section for the V-ARRAY is shown in Table X.
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Table X,
AIRBASE STRUCTURE FOR V-ARRAY
■ARRAY location

Description

1

type ID number

1

2

map display index

1

3

east position n.m.

1

4

north position n.m.

1

5

number of first type vehicle

1

6

number of 2nd type vehicle

1

7

number of Jxd. type vehicle

1

8

first type ID number

1

9

2nd type ID number

1

10

3rd type ID number

2

11

type ID number

•

0

2

0

Ik

0

•

0

•

0

•

0

20

3rd type ID number

t

0

•

0

•

0

0

0

10(NRASES)-9

type ID number

•

0

•

0

•

0

•

0

0

0

•

0

0

0

10(NBASES)-9+9

3rd type ID number
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b.

Raid Section of V-ARRAY

The raid section of the V-ARRAY is divided into a maximum
of

36

subarrays with each subarray representing a raid

cell and containing 50 storage locations.

The subarrays

contain all the relative geometry and flight characteristic
parameters pertaining to a particular combination of threat
bombers and fighter escort aircraft.

Any raid cell may

contain any number of aircraft since each aircraft within
a cell is not identified as a single body;

instead, the

entire combination of bombers and fighter escort aircraft
are represented as the single body.

An indexing routine

analogous to the routine developed in the airbase section
but using a different computational algorithm was con
structed for retrieving data from any raid cell.

The

algorithm assumes that the V-ARRAY is structured as shown
in Figure 35 •

The raid cell computation algorithm is

shown in ( k ) .
RAID REFERENCE POINTS (RAID CELL DIMENS ION )(IN)(RAID CELL DIMENSION-1 )-(RAID CELL DIMENSION
-AIRBASE DIMENS ION )(NBASES)
where
RAID CELL DIMENSION

represents the maximum storage
area for each raid cell

IN

identifies the raid cell of
interest

NBASES

represents the total number of
airbases in the simulation

AIRBASE DIMENSION

represents the maximum storage
for each raid cell

(4)
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Substituting into equation (4), the following results are
obtained:
IR= 50 * IN -49 -40 * NBASES
The only restrictions placed on the raid cell computational
algorithm is that the raid cell identification variable (IN)
be greater than the total number of airbases (NBASES) in the
simulation.

The reason for this restriction is to insure

proper V-ARRAY structuring so that no subarray overlapping
exists.
c.

Interceptor Section of the V-ARRAY

The interceptor section of the V-ARRAY is divided into a
maximum of 14 subarrays with each subarray representing
an interceptor cell and containing

50

storage locations.

The subarrays contain all the relative geometry and flight
characteristic parameters pertaining to a particular inter
ceptor aircraft.

The logic and algorithm developed for

computing the raid cell index reference point is applicable
to the interceptor cell.
w

The algorithm presented in equation

can be modified to compute the interceptor cell index

reference point by changing the word RAID to INTERCEPTOR.
The interceptor cell parameter definition is identical to
the raid cell and is presented in Table XI.
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Table XI.
V-ARRAY STRUCTURE FOR RAID AND INTERCEPTOR CELLS
ARRAY
LOCATION
1

PROGRAM
NAME
ITYPE

SYMBOL
DEFINITION
Type identification number
(2 digits/type, right just.)

2

IRR

Map display index
(l=on, O=off)

3

XNM

East position in nautical miles

4

YNM

North position in nautical miles

5

NVT1

Number of first type vehicle

6

NVT2

Number of 2nd type vehicle

7

NVT3

Number of 3rd type vehicle

8

IV Tl

First type identification number

9

IVT2

2nd type identification number

10

IVT3

3rd type identification number

11

NA.

Not applicable

12

XTG

East position flying toward
in nautical mile

13

YTG

North position flying toward
in nautical mile

14

NTCELL

Cell number of assigned target

15

NHBASE

Base number from which launched

16

TINFLT

Elapsed time in flight in minutes

17

INFLT

In flight flag
0 - not started
1 - launched but not yet in flight
2 - in flight toward assignment
3 - in flight holding position
4 - in flight homebound
5 - home

(Table XI contd. on next page)
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Table XI.

(contd.)

V-ARRAY STRUCTURE FOR RAID AND INTERCEPTOR CELLS
ARRAY
LOCATION
18

PROGRAM
NAME
IVMAX/NPTS

SYMBOL
DEFINITION
Intercept velocity flag
(0=V
.
1=V
)/number of raids
v
cruise,
max

19

i n t t /n s e g

Intercept type (l=stage, 2=collision,
3=offset, 100+I=return to base i)/
current segment number

20

TSTRT

Time at start of flight in minutes

21

ALT

Altitude in feet

22

HDG

Heading in degree
(0=North, 90=East, l80=South, 270=West)

23

VEK

East velocity (true) in knots

2h

VNK

North velocity (true) in knots

25

VK

Total velocity (true) in knots

26

TTG

Time to go to intercept, etc.,
(minutes)

27

NDETG

Number of opponent cells currently
detecting not detecting back

28

NDETGF

Number of opponent cells currently
detecting (first) who are detecting
back

29

NDETGS

Number of opponent cells currently
detecting (simultaneous) who are
detecting back

30

NDETFT

Number of opponent cells currently
detecting (total) not detecting back

31

NDETD

Number of opponent cells detected
not detected back

(Table XI contd. on next page)
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Table XI.

(contd.)

V-ARRAY STRUCTURE FOR RAID AND INTERCEPTOR CELI8
ARRAY
LOCATION
32

PROGRAM
NAME
NDETDF

SYMBOL
DEFINITION
Number of opponent cells detected
(first) who have detected back

33

NDETDS

Number of opponent cells detected
who detected simultaneously

3^

NDETDT

Number of opponent cells detected
total

35

Tl

Time from turn point to detection
point

36

T2

Turn time (minutes)

37

XSN

Shortest distance flag

38

IOFF

Offset flag

39

XO

East position offset point

40

YO

North position offset point

41

AGL

Offset turn angle

42

NA

Not applicable

43

NA.

Not applicable

44

NA

Not applicable

45

XP(l)

First past value of XNM

46

XP(2)

2nd past value of XNM

47

XP(3)

3rd past value of XNM

48

YP(i)

First past value of YNM

49

YP(Z)

2nd past value of INM

50

YP(3)

3rd past value of INM
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5.

T-ARRAY

The T-ARRAY serves as a data base storage area for all variables
not associated with program control or aircraft flight characteristic
variables.

A complete description of all parameters contained in the

T-ARRA.Y is presented in Table XII.

Table XII.
T-ARRAY STRUCTURE
ARRAY
LOCATION

PROGRAM
NAME

SYMBOL
DEFINITION

1

KENT

Keyboard options entry commit

2

KO

'O' numeric input

3

KCLR

Clear entry

4

K211

Return to DECS scope

5

KRET

Return to saved situation

6

KSA.V

Save current situation

7

KSRAT

Speed ratio entry

8

KSTST

Start/stop

9

K9

'9* numeric input

10

K8

*8* numeric input

11

K7

'7' numeric input

12

KSIZE

Cycle character size select

13

NA

Not applicable

14

NA.

Not applicable

15

KINT

Select interceptors display

16

KRA.ID

Select raids display

17

K6

*6* numeric input

18

K5

'5* numeric input

19

K4

*4' numeric input

20

KALTV

Alternate velocity select

21

KOFST

Select offset intercept

(Table XII contd. on next page)
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Table XII.

(contd. )

T-ARRAY STRUCTURE

sat :

PROGRAM
NAME

SYMBOL
DEFINITION

22

KCLSN

Select collision intercept

23

KSTAGE

Select staging intercept

24

XBASE

Select bases display

25

K3

'3* numeric input

26

K2

'2* numeric input

27

K1

*1' numeric input

28

NA

Not applicable

29

KAW

Move AEWCS enable

30

KRG

Range circle radius input option
select

31

KRR

Remove/restore elements option select

32

KMAP

Select map display

33

IDSP

Display select flag
(l=map, 2=bases, 3=bas e , 4=raids,
5=intercepts)

34

IENT

Keyboard options entry index

35

IGLMAP

Clear map flag (0=visible, l=cleared)

36

3DIG(l)

Data entry digit #1 (leftmost,
first stored)

37

IDIG(2)

Data entry digit #2

38

IDIG(3)

Data entry digit #3

39

IDIG(4)

Data entry digit #4 (rightmost)

40

IHOLD

Start/stop flag (0=running, l=stopped)

41

IBASE

Base entry flag

42

IRAXD

Raid entry flag

43

IINT

Intercept entry flag

NBASE

Base entered index

NR A ID

Raid entered index

NINT

Intercept entered index

(Table XII contd. on next page)
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Table XII.

(contd.)

T-ARRAY STRUCTURE

sat:

PROGRAM
NAME

47

NR AD

Selected AEWCS radius in n.m.

48

PDT

Program update time in seconds (.1)

49

SRATIO

Speed ratio (Simulated/program
/ r\
1 min.
eg. 60= ---- ---sec.

50

NBASES

Number of bases in the simulation

51

NRAIDS

Number of raid cells

52

NINTS

Number of intercept cells

53

IRAD

Entry radius in nautical mile

54

NSRAT

Entry speed ratio

55

NTYPE

Entry vehicle type selected

56

NACL

Number of aircraft launched in

SYMBOL
DEFINITION

intercept cell

57

IC

Initial condition code

58

NR UN

Run number

59

IMP INT

Impossible intercept selected flag

6o

IBXS

Packed toggle switches flag

61
62

NFBASE

Rest/remove ’from' base number

NFRA.ID

Rest/remove ‘from' raid number

63

NFINT

Rest/remove 'from' intercept number

64

JDATE

Date of simulated run

65

JTIME

Time of simulated run

66

NA

Not applicable

•

•

•

•

97

NA.

Not applicable

98

TIMEO

Past value of time in minutes

99

DMIN

Incremental simulated time step/
pass in minutes

TIMEM

Elapsed run time in minutes
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F.

Digital Equipment
The system TOACS is a large Fortran program designed for a Control

Data Corporation (CDC) 6600 digital computer, a Varian 62Of digital
computer and an IDIIOM-Computer graphics system.

The CDC 6600 computer

is the primary unit in TOACS system with the Varian 620f computer and
IDIIOM-Computer graphic system serving as satellite computers to the
6600 for driving the graphical CRT displays.

The CDC 6600 computer is

a large scale, general purpose, multiprogrammed, multiprocessing
digital computing system with one central processor (CP) and ten
peripheral processors (PP).

The basic concept of the system is to

use the peripheral processors for communication with external equip
ment via 12 data channels and to utilize the central processor only
for high speed arithmetic computations.
presented in Figure

36

The system configuration is

and a hardware listing is contained in Table XIII,

The 6600 has 98,000 word (60 bit) main core memory augmented by ten
^,000 word (12 bit) peripheral processors.

The CP and PP cycle times

are 100 nano-seconds per minor cycle and 1000 nano-seconds per major
cycle.

Other features include:

12

12 -bit i/O channels
(2 megacycle character

transfer rate)

2
1
1
1
1

line printers
calcomp plotter
card reader
statos plotter
dual CRT operator console

3

magnetic tape units
(200, 556, 800 BPI)

6

remote CRT consoles

2

disk files with total capacity
of over 500,000,000 characters
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The Varian

62Of

computer is a small high speed mini-computer which is

used to perform specific graphic display functions.
word length structure, a memory cycle time of
point arithmetic and 8 priority interrupts.

750

It has 16 hit

nano-seconds, fixed

Other features includes

1

12K memory capacity

1

10 character/second paper tape i/O

1

magnetic tape unit (556 and 800 BPl)

1

6600

1

and

620f

direct channel interface

real-time clock

The IDIIOM is a display and information input/output system with a
programmable memory.

It enables the user to work directly with a

wide range of stored information and data processing operations.
IDIIOM can be used alone or for large scale manipulations such as
air combat displays and functions as an output terminal for the GDC
6600.

The principle components of the system are listed below:
3

21 inch CRT display screens

1

functional keyboard

1

display generator

1

(32

keys)

function generator with vector,
character and circle generating hardware
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GDC 6600
98K GORE

PRINTER

CARD
READER

OPERATORS
CONSOLE

________/ ) ( TAPE
)(\
\
( \ UNIT y ' /

DECS
CONSOLES

0

Figure

36

o-

DISK
SYSTEM
808

(

TOACS System Configuration

DISK
SYSTEM
807
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Table XIII.
LISTING OF TOACS SYSTEM HARDWARE
NUMBER

1
10

UNIT

SPEED

CAPACITY
(CHARACTER)*

6600 MAIN PROCESSOR

1.0

f i s cycle time

983X103

PERIPHERAL PROCESSORS

1.0

/ is cycle time

8X103

ACCESS TIME
(AVERAGE)

MAXIMUM
TRANSFER RATE
(c h a r /s e c )

1

807 DISK FILE

88X10°

60MS

1.7X106

1

808 DISK FILE

176X10°

60MS

1.7X106

3

60? TAPES

150 3NCHES/SEC

3

512 PRINTERS

1200

1

405 READERS

1200 CARDS/MIN

*

l i n e s /m i n

A. character consists of 6 hits
A. CM word is 10 characters (60 hit)
A. PP word is 2 characters (12 hit)
Data channels are 2 characters (12 hit)

20X106

1.2X105
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Chapter V.

MODEL APPLICATION CASE STUDY

The following case study example is presented to illustrate the
flexibility of TOACS*s on-line system and demonstrate its interactive
graphic display capabilities.
into 8 basic steps as follows:

The case study example will be divided
A) formulate problem, B) off-line data

determination, C) job submittal, D) initial condition select, E) raid
flight profile select, F) simulation control, G) termination and H)
results•
A.

Formulate Problem
Before activating TOACS, the user should formulate his ideas

regarding the air battle simulation into concise, factual statements
representing the initial conditions desired, the types and number of
aircrafts required, the raid flight profiles, the type of attack
approaches, etc.

In general, the user should activate TOACS only

when the simulation problem under discussion has been completely
organizedo

However, a completely formulated problem is not a necessary

prerequisite for activating TOACS, the user could formulate his
problem on-line while the simulation is progressing but this procedure
is not recommended due to computer on-line operating cost.
In the case study example presented in this section, the battle
arena shall be confined to the states of Missouri and Illinois with
airbase number 1 and 2 respectively located at 93
by 38° 40® North latitude.

30* West longitude

The airbases shall each have 40 type 21

interceptors with a maximum velocity of 1148 knots and a cruise
velocity of 800 knots.

A time delay of 2 minutes will be assumed to

simulate scramble time for each interceptor launched.

The type 21
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interceptor -will "be quipped with an on-hoard radar unit with a
maximum detection range of ^0 nautical miles and a maximum radar sweep
angle of 15 degrees.

The raid cells will fly courses defined hy the

flight profiles illustrated in Figure 37 and. shall have flight charac
teristics as defined in Table XIV.

17

Figure 37.

z1

Raid Cell Flight Profiles and
Battle Arena Map Points.

16
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Table XIV.
FLIGHT CHARACTER IS TIGS FOR RAID CELIS
Raid
Number

Type
Bomber

Number
Bomber

Type
Escort

Number
Escort

1

8

10

4

20

Start Radar
Time Range
Min,
(NM)
0
10

Radar
Angle
10

3
4

250
310

Y
Position
(NM)
360
180
150
360

Segment
Number
1
2

X
Position
(NM)
310

250

Velocity
Knots
600
600
600
600

2

6

12

7

25

0

10

10

1
2
3
4

270
210
210
270

-45
110
130
-45

500
500
500
500

3

1

11

4

35

0

10

10

1
2
3
4

440

160
180
150

550
550

440

160

500

390
210
210
390

40
110
130
40

550

4

8

15

5

30

0

10

10

1
2
3
4

250
250

500

500
500
550
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In order to enter the raid cell data via the DECS keyboard, the
raid cell flight profiles shall he referred to as EASTGOAST RAID,
WAVE 1.

AEWCS, positioned adjacent to airbase 2, will monitor the

activities of the enemy aircraft with a 200 nautical mile radar detec
tion range.

For the first 4,0 minutes, the simulation must run at

real-time and 10 times real-time thereafter.

Two minutes into the

simulation AEWCS will command airbase number 1 to launch 8 interceptors
in a collision attack approach against raid cell number 2 at maximum
velocity.

After selection, verify interceptor activation by observing

interceptor status display.

At time 3 ,0 minutes into the run, AEWCS

commands airbase 2 to launch 5 interceptors in an offset attack
approach against raid 3 at cruise velocity.

Finally, airbase number 1

will be removed from the simulation at 3«1 minutes and restored at
time 3*4 minutes.

The results of this example must show detection

status existing between all aircrafts as the simulation progresses and
the major events must be tabulated as they occur.
B,

Off-Line Data Determination
Once the simulation problem has been organized into concise state

ments, the user can create a magnetic tape for the raid cell flight
profiles and aircraft performance parameters according to the data
tape format specified in Chapter IV, Section El,

After the data tape

is created, TOACS will request the tape and interrogate the data during
normal execution of the simulation.

The final off-line function p e r 

formed by the user is to determine the X and Y positions for each air
base in simulation according to algorithm 1 developed in Chapter III,
Section Cl and place these coordinate positions in their assigned
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locations in the XNM and XNM arrays (Chapter IV, Section E4).

Applying

algorithm 1 to the air base coordinate positions yields the following
values s
1)

Air "base 1located at XNM ( l) = 2 1 0

XNM

( l) = 120

2)

Airbase 2located at XNM (ll) = 250

XNM

(ll) = 160

The number and type of interceptor at each airbase is assigned respec
tively to NVT1 and IVT1 according to the format specification defined
in Chapter IV, Section E4.

After all the airbase positions and inter

ceptor status parameters have been determined, the user must enter
these parameters as the first executable statements in the EXECUTE sub
routine.

For the example under discussion, the following source code

would be used to define airbase 1 and 2 positions and the number and
type of interceptors housed at each base:
AIRBASES = 2
J= 1 $ XNM(j)

= 210 $ XNM(J) = 120 $NVTl(j) =

40 $ IVTl(j)= 21

J=ll $ XNM(J)

= 250 $ XNM(j) = 160 $NVTl(j) =

40 $ IVTl(j)= 21

In summary, the user performs two tasks in this section, namely;
1) Prepare a magnetic tape defining the raid cell flight
paths and enemy aircraft characteristics.
2) Enter into the EXECUTIVE subroutine the number of airbases,
the airbase positions and the type and number of inter
ceptors housed at each airbase.
Once the above two tasks have been performed TOACS is ready for sub
mittal.
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C.

Job Submittal
The first step in activating TOACS is to submit TOACS to the CDC

6600 computer input stack for execution according to the procedure
outlined in Chapter III, Section G2.

Once submitted, the display

entry CRT station is activated and presents on its monitor the executive
control display (Figure 2) no additional programs need to be submitted
for execution.

All the modify, permanent, compile files and libraries

necessary to activate TOACS are loaded and executed by the job submittal
operation,
D,

Initial Condition Select
The executive control display provides the user with the initial

condition command (IN) for initializing or modifying preselected para
meters via the DECS keyboard.

Following the procedure outlined in

Chapter III, Section B 7 , the user can enter the radar and aircraft
data as presented in Figure 5«

Since the battle arena will be defined

by the states of Missouri and Illinois, algorithm 1 (Chapter III,
Section Cl) can be used to establish the battle arena boundaries as
determined in Table III,

The coordinates listed in Table III can be

directly entered into the XN and YN arrays as listed in Figure 6,
After entering the desired data, the underline symbol is positioned
directly beneath the last $ sign and the SEND key is pressed in order
to read the second page of data into memory.

Once the second page has

been read, the DECS monitor will immediately present the executive
control display and wait for additional commands.

It should be

emphasized at this point, that the initial conditions can be changed
at anytime in the simulation by returning to the executive control
display and selecting the initialize option.
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E.

Raid Flight Profile Select
In step A, the user created a magnetic tape defining the raid

flight profile that will he used in the case study example.

For identi

fication purposes the descriptive title EASTGOAST RAID, WAVE 1 was
added to the raid select display with an enter code of 1 as shown in
Figure 4,

The enter code is used to select the desired raid flight

profiles as discussed in Chapter III, Section B5*

In the example under

discussion, the user presses the 1 key on the DECS keyboard followed
by the SEND key to enter the data for eastcoast raid, wave 1 flight
profile.

As soon as the data has been read into memory, the user is

given the option of either changing the raid flight profile just
selected or keeping the selected flight profile and continuing on with
the simulation as illustrated in the initialization complete display
(Figure 3S),

The option proves very effective when the user determines

he has made a wrong selection or decides to use a different flight
profile.

In order to change the selected flight profile, the user

simply presses the R key followed by the SEND key.

The raid select

display is immediately presented on the DECS monitor and the user
selects a new enter code for the desired flight profile.

If all con

ditions have been initialized, the user presses the SEND key and the
executive control is removed from the DECS keyboard and transferred
to the IDIIOM keyboard.

At this point, the user has completed all

the initialization procedures and the simulation may be started.
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Figure

F,

38 •

Initialization Complete Display.

Simulation Control
The actual simulation of the case study example can he divided

into 7 basic parts as follows:
1.

Real-Time Select

Since the simulation must run real-time for the first 4,0 minutes,
the SPEED key number 7 on the IDIIOM keyboard must be pressed followed
by the 1 key number 27 and the ENTER key number 1.

The new speed ratio

will be displayed in the upper left corner of the battle arena display
as illustrated in Figure 7«
2,

AEWCS Position and Range Select

By pressing the MOVE AEWCS key number 29 followed by the ARENA
key number 32, AEWCS may be positioned to its new position adjacent to
airbase number 2 according to the procedure discussed in Chapter III,
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Section Dl.

The AEWCS radar detection range can he changed by

following the procedure outlined in Chapter III, Section D2 and entering
the range of 200 nautical miles.
3*

Start Simulation and Launch Interceptor Number 1

To start the simulation, the START key number 8 is pressed and
all previously initialized variables and controls are now activated.
The simulation can be observed as it progresses by reviewing the battle
arena display or if desired, any of the special graphic displays as
discussed in Chapter III, Section C.

At time 2.0 minutes, the simu

lation must be stopped in order to select the commands to launch the
first interceptor by pressing the STOP key number 8.

Airbase 1 must

launch 8 of its 40 type 21 interceptors against raid cell 2 in a
collision attack approach at maximum velocity of 1148 knots.

In order

to launch the 8 interceptors from airbase 2, the airbase must be
selected by pressing AIRBASE key number 24 which displays the current
status for all airbases in the simulation.

Airbase 1 is selected by

moving the cursor positioner adjacent to airbase 1 as described in
Chapter III, Section C2.

Once in position, the COLLISION key number 22

is pressed to activate the collision attack approach and launch 8 inter
ceptors against raid 2 according to the procedure detailed in Appendix
C, Section 1.

The interceptor activation can be verified by pressing

the INTERCEPTOR key number 22 which produces the interceptor status
display as seen in Figure l4o

The simulation is continued by pressing

the START key number 8.
4.

Launch Interceptor Cell Number 3 a*1*! ^

The simulation continues to run until time 3*0 minutes is reached.
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At this time, the simulation is stopped by pressing key 8 and the airbase display is selected by pressing key 24.

Two interceptors are

launched from airbase 2 in an offset attack approach against raid cell
1 at maximum velocity according to procedure developed in Appendix C,
Section 2.

Since interceptor cell 2 will travel at cruise velocity,

the user must press ALTERNATE VELOCITY key number 20 immediately after
step 2b in order to select cruise velocity instead of maximum velocity.
All the remaining steps can be executed without modification.

The

simulation continues by pressing START key number 8.
5.

Remove Airbase Number 1

At time 3-1 minutes, the simulation is stopped and airbase number
1 is removed from the simulation by pressing REMOVE key number 31
followed by the AIRBASE key number 24 and the 1 key number 27 as
discussed in Chapter III, Section C2.
time 3.4 minutes is reached.

The simulation continues until

At this time, the simulation is stopped

and airbase number 1 is restored by pressing RESTORE key number 31
followed by the AIRBASE key number 24 and the 1 key number 27.

Pressing

the START key number 8 activates the simulation.
6.

Detection Status and Major Events Determination

At this point, all the case study requirements have been met
except for changing the speed ratio to 10 at time 4.0 minutes.

At this

time, the simulation is stopped and the speed ratio is changed to 10 by
pressing the SPEED key number 7 followed by the 1 key number 27 and the
0 key number 2.

The new speed ratio will be entered when the ENTER key

number 1 is pressed.

The user can observe the detection status existing

between all aircrafts by pressing the DETECTION key number 14 and
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monitoring the detection status code display as discussed in Chapter
III, Section C5.

As each event occurs (where an event is defined by

Table V) an output subroutine automatically buffers out to an external
magnetic tape all time histories of major events as discussed in
Chapter III, Section G5.
7.

Termination

Termination of the simulation may occur at anytime by pressing the
DECS key 4 and following the procedure outlined in Chapter III, Section
B8,

The exact time for terminating the simulation is specified by

the user and the program has no provisions for automatic termination.
8,

Results

The final operation to be performed by the user after termination
of the simulation is to produce a hardcopy end-of-engagement summary.
The end-of-engagement summary is accessed by submitting the permanent
file HCOPY to the CDC 6600 input stack for execution as follows:
SUB,HCOPY,ACCOUNT NUMBER
A complete description of the deck preparation for submitting perma
nent files to the input stack can be found in Chapter III, Section G2.
The hardcopy summary will show a complete history of all the major
events and will tabulate the detection status existing between all
aircrafts during the simulation as shown in Figure 28.
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Chapter VI.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The model TOACS has proved to "be a very versatile, flexible and
dynamic model in evaluating air battles involving multiple aircrafts.
The effort required to interact with TOACS involves only choosing
program options from the various graphic display pages which contain
sufficient descriptive material to obviate long and detailed program
manuals.

In this manner the user can master TOACS's language and

become proficient with the various input devices in a short period of
time.

The only exception is the end-of-engagement summary, where (due

to lack of time) the control command for selecting the summary (as
shown in Figure 2) and the output variables were not presented on a
display page for selection or modification.

Instead, a separate sub

mittal routine was used which printed a preselected set of output
variables for the final hardcopy results.
The alphanumeric keyboards with its functional key capability
proved to be a very effective and flexible input device for handling
all the input/output requirements of TOACS.

However, the joystick

positioner was not as flexible as first anticipated or as easy to
adapt to TOACS*s interactive display capabilities.

Elaborate soft

ware filtering and rate control techniques had to be implemented in
order to obtain the desired filtered output and produce the desired
graphic display from the joystick positioner.

Also, the joystick

seemed awkward to manipulate resulting in inadequate display positioning
problems.

For example, whenever AEWCS was positioned to a new coordi

nate point, extended time and a great deal of effort was required to
obtain the new position.

Although the joystick control has its
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limitations,

it did obtain the correct results and at no time was a

test simulation halted due to the joystick control.
The accuracy of the simulation results presented in the end-ofengagement summary was greatly effected by the speed ratio.

For

example, in one case where the simulation speed was 1, interceptor
cell 1 detected raid cell 2 at 31*00 minutes, increasing the speed to
100 resulted in interceptor cell 1 detecting raid cell 2 at
minutes.

31 *16

On the basis of this speed verses estimated accuracy trade

off, the following strategy might be effectives

l) use rough but fast

simulation engagements to determine interesting result situations or
to evaluate certain unknown test conditions;

2) use more accurate but

slower engagements to obtain detailed results and explore interesting
cases with greater accuracy.
The straight line intercept principle employed in this work for
determining the collision point between an interceptor and raid cell
proved to be a very realistic and flexible method.

The philosophy of

having a raid cell pursued by an interceptor which is able to sense
the relative position of the raid cell at all times and thus correct
its own course in order to counter the maneuvers of the raid produced
very accurate results.

However, the author feels that a more accurate

model could have been developed if instead of calculating the equations
for predicting the raid cells future position, equations should have
been developed that calculated the instantaneous point—by-point
positions of the raid cells*
over a plane surface.

For example, imagine a pursuit course

To discuss the relative positions of the inter

ceptor and raid cell, we begin by defining a frame of rectangular
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coordinates with origin at 0 and axis OX, OY.

Assume the raid cell is

at (p,q) and the interceptor cell at (x,y) at time t, where all four
coordinates p,q,x,y will change with t.

For a simple case study

problem, assume the interceptor cell flys toward the raid cell;

thus,

from Figure 39 we immediately see that the tangent slope of the inter
ceptor's path is related to the components of relative position.

Figure 39*

Interceptor and Raid Cell Flight
Profiles for Example One,

The equation relating the interceptor and raid cell positions iss

dy
q-y

=

dx
p-x

(5)

or the equation relating the components of velocity of the inter
ceptor's path is:

dy
dt

_
“

Q-Y
p-x

•

JL2L.
dt

(6)

The equations for the coordinates p,q will be expressed as function of
time.

The significances of the point-by-point pursuit method can best

be realized by a typical pursuit problem.

Suppose that the interceptor
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is initially positioned at one point A and the raid at point qo, as
shown in Figure 40.
Y

Figure ^0.

Interceptor and Raid Cell Flight Profiles
for Case Study Example Two.

Let the raid fly at a constant speed V and p will he set to a constant
value 1.

The interceptor will he given a speed ratio advantage of

Ksl, thus we have

+ Hlr)2 = ^

(7)

p = i

(8 )
where V is the speed of the raid.

Repeating the pursuit relation for

the fourth equation needed to define the four components of position
(p»q,x,y),
dy
dt

=

q-y
p-x

dx
dt
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Elementary transformation of the equations and the use of the value 1
in place of p gives
P = 1

<1

= qo

(9)

+

j

V dt

(10)

V-------

dt

(il)

dt

(12)

(1-x)2 + (q-y)2

K (q ~y ) V--(1-x)2 + (q-y)2

Where we presume the interceptor starts at x=0, y=0.

Equations 9

through 12 whose solution would give a point-by-point demonstration of
interceptor and the raid cell pursuit sources, are readily programmed.
The independent variable is the elapsed time from the start of the
pursuit and events in the simulation would be in synchronism with the
events in the actual pursuit.

Although the point-by-point pursuit

method was not implemented in this research, it would be advantageous
to further researches using TOACS to consider this method.
The technique of using the DECS keyboard to input the initial
condition parameters for the on-board radar model, battle arena map
coordinates, interceptor time delays and velocity components was very
effective for minor program modifications.

The author made several

timing checks in order to determine the amount of on-line time required
to change all the parameters on page 1 of the initial condition display
and found that a total of 20 to
in approximately 1 minute.

30

three digit numbers could be entered

However, not all initial condition
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parameters were entered via the DECS keyboard, the parameters defining
the airbase positions and the number and type of interceptors housed
at each airbase was entered off-line and loaded during the initial
program submittal.

This approach proved to be very costly.

In order

for the user to change an airbase location or increase the number of
interceptors at an airbase, it was necessary to terminate the simu
lation, make the necessary modifications and reload TOACS.

It is

recommended that in order to provide the greatest amount of flexi
bility, all initial condition parameters should be presented on display
pages so that the user has the option of modifying any parameter.
Although the on-line time will be increased to make modifications to
the initial condition parameters, the increased flexibility provided
the user and the advantage of not reloading TOACS each time an airbase
position must be modified will justify the increased cost.
In conclusion, all the basic objectives of this research as
discussed in Chapter I have been met.

The on-line system developed in

this research, with its interactive computer graphics, was very useful
in evaluating the capabilities of AEWCS,

The results of this research

have shown that it is not only possible to use AEWCS in detecting,
tracking and managing —

in an air battle sense —

large numbers of

aircrafts without being detected by threat aircrafts but it is a very
practical concept which could possibly improve the capability for
management of air operations during potential crises thus, increasing
effectiveness of the airborne command and control systems.
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TOACS is only a simplified simulation of a complex system,
equipping it with on-line interactive computer graphics has consider
ably increased its utility in opening promising research areas for
exploration in detail with full-scale simulation models.
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Appendix A.

Y NAUTICAL MILES

RELATIVE GEOMETRY AND MATHEMATICAL EQUATIONS
FOR COLLISION ATTACK APPROACH

Figure 41.

Relative Geometry for Collision
Attack Approach.

Given:
2
Li* = (XI -■ XC)2 + (Y1 - YC)'
XC

= X2 + 1 2 (COS (A))

YC

= Y2 + 1 2 (SIN (A))

L2

= V2*T

Ll

= V1*T

T

= L2/V2: = Ll/Vl

Solve :
12 as f (XI, X2, COS(A), SIN(A), VI, V2)
Solution:

L2

= V2*T = (V2*Ll)/Vl

L22 = (V22*L12 )/V12
L22 = (V22/V12 )*((X1 - XC)2 + (Y1 - YC)2 )
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Substitute

XG AS f(X2, L2, GOS(a ))

L22 = (V22 /V12 )*(X12 - 2*X1*X2 - 2*X1*L2*C0S(A.) + X22 +
2*X2*L2*COS(A) + L22*C0S2 (A) + Yl2 - 2*Y1*Y2 - 2*Y1*L2
SIN(A) + Y22 + 2*Y2*L2*SIN(A) + L22*SIN2 (a ))
Factor
L22 , L2 and DIVIDE by V22/V12
L22 (l-(V12/V22 ))+2*L2*((X2-X1)*G0S(A) + (Y2-Y1 )*SIN(A) )
+ (XI2 + Yl2 + X22 + I22 - 2*(X1*X2 + Y1*Y2)) = 0
In terms of quadratic formulas

AX

2

+ BX + G = 0

A = 1 - Vl2/V22
B = 2* ( (X2-X1 )*COS (A) + (Y2-Y1 )*SIN(A.) )
G = XI2 + Yl2 + X22 + Y22 - 2*(X1*X2 + Y1*Y2)

L2 =

-B + \ B2 - 4AC
2A
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Appendix B

NAUTICAL MILES

RELATIVE GEOMETRY AND MATHEMATICAL EQUATIONS
FOR OFFSET ATTACK APPROACH

Figure 42.

Relative Geometry for Offset
Attack Approach.

Given:
VI

Interceptor velocity

VR

Raid velocity

IR

Interceptor radar range

RR

Raid radar range

BZ

Buffer zone Beyond radar detection limits of raid
Perpendicular to raid flight path

AO

Angle off raid tail
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BO

Heading angle of raid

TD

Interceptor time delay, includes total time to be airborne

VEK

East component of velocity for raid

VNK

North component of velocity for raid

Distance from interceptor turn point A to detection point D.
RB

= RR + BZ

SIN (AO) = RB/AD+DR
AD

= RB/SIN(AO)-DR

Time to travel from interceptor turn to detection point D.
TT1

= AD/VI

Distance raid travels during TT1
RG

= VR(TTl)

Total distance interceptor travels from turn point A to raid position
point R.
AR

= AD+DR

Determine distance from interceptor turn, point A to raid position C.
Two possibilities exist.
XPOS

=

XNM + TD * (VEK)

IPOS

=

YNM + TD * (VNK)

XX

=

XPOS + RG * (COS(BO))

YY

=

YPOS + RC * (SIN(BO))

Cl

=

BO

+ 180 + AO

G2

=

BO

+ 180 - AO

XA

=

XX

+ AR * (COS(Cl))

YA

=

YY

+ AR * (SIN(Cl))

XB

=

XX

+ AR * (COS(G2))

YB

=

YY

+ AR * (SIN(C2))

14-7

Distance from G to A
XI

=

XNM - XA

Yl

=

YNM - YA

AG

=

1^

x i 2+ y i 2

Distance from B to G
X2

=

XNM - XB

Y2

=

YNM - YB

BC

=

1i 12 Z+Y2Z
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Appendix G
OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR ACTIVATING
INTERCEPTOR ATTACK APPROACHES
1.

Collision Attack Approach
a.

Select airbase from which interceptors are to be launched.
1)

Press AIRBASE key 24 to present airbase display on
the IDIIOM CRT monitor.

2)

Move cursor to desired airbase by applying a vertical
force to the cursor positioner.

The row containing

the selected airbase will blink when the cursor is
in the correct position,
b.

Select collision attack approach.
l)

Press COLLISION key 22 to produce the following
display message in the edit areas
COLLISION AT VMAX HOW MANY
This message implies that the collision mode has
been selected and the interceptor when launched will
fly at maximum velocity.

The words HOW MANY indicate

the number of interceptors.
Co

Select the number of interceptors to be launched.
1)

Press the numeric keys representing the desired
number of interceptors to be launched.

Number must

not exceed total number of interceptors housed at
airbase.
2)

Press ENTER key 1 to enter selected number into
computer.
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d.

Select target for interceptor.
1)

Press RAID key 16 to select a target for the inter
ceptor,
area.

The words TO RAID will appear in the edit
This message indicates that a raid number must

be selected for the interceptor.
2)

Press the numeric keys corresponding to the raid
desired and enter the selection by pressing the ENTER
key 1.

If a raid is selected that does not exist, an

error message will be displayed in the edit area
stating:

ERROR.

The user must repeat step l.d,

if the error message occurs.
e.

All inputs to activate the collision attack approach have now
been entered into the computer and the user must press the
START key 8 to continue the simulation.

20

Offset Attack Approach
a0

Select airbase from which interceptors are to be launched.
1)

Press AIRBASE key 24 to present the airbase display on
the IDIIOM CRT monitor.

2)

Move cursor to airbase from which interceptors are to
be launched by applying a lateral force to the cursor
positioner.

The row containing the selected airbase

will blink when the cursor is in the correct position.
b.

Select offset attack approach.
1)

Press OFFSET key 21 to produce the following display
message in the edit area:
OFFSET AT VMAX HOW MANY
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This message implies that the offset mode has "been
selected and the interceptor when launched will fly
at maximum velocity.

The words HOW MANY indicate

the number of interceptors to be launched.
c.

Select the number of interceptors to be launched.
1)

Press the numeric keys representing the desired
number of interceptors to be launched in the offset
mode.

The number must not exceed the total number

of interceptors housed at the selected airbase.
2)

Press ENTER key 1 to enter selected number into
computer.

d.

Select target for interceptor.

1)

Press RAID key 16 to select a target for the inter
ceptor.
area.

The words TO RAID will appear in the edit
This message indicates that a raid number must

be selected for the interceptor target.
2)

Press the numeric keys corresponding to the raid
desired and enter the selection into the computer
by pressing the ENTER key 1.

If a raid is selected

that does not exist, an error message will be displayed
in the edit area stating:

ERROR.

The user must

repeat step 2.d, if the error message occurs.
e.

All inputs to activate the offset attack approach have now
been entered into the computer and the user must press the
START key 8 to continue the simulation.
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3.

Staged Attack Approach
a.

Select airbase from which interceptors are launched,
1)

Press AIRBASE key number 2k on the IDIIOM functional
keyboard to present airbase display on IDIIOM CRT
monitor.

All keys referenced in this appendix apply

to the IDIIOM functional keyboard,
2)

Move cursor to desired airbase by applying vertical
force to cursor positioner.

The airbase will blink

when cursor is in correct position,
b.

Select stage attack approach and determine staging area,
1)

Pressing STAGE key number 23 produces a message in
the edit area located at the bottom of the IDIIOM CRT
monitor stating:
STAGE AT VCRS WHERE
The message means that the interceptors based at the
selected airbase will be activated in the staged
attack approach and when airborne will fly at cruise
velocity.

The word WHERE indicates that the computer

needs a location for the staged area so that positional
coordinates and heading vectors can be computed,
2)

Press ARENA key number 32 to select the battle arena
map display,

3)

Using the joystick control, position the staging symbol
to the physical map location that the interceptors are
to be staged.
With staging symbol at staged area, press ENTER key
number 1 to enter command.
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c.

Select number of Interceptors to "be staged.
1)

As soon as command 3 * ^ has "been entered, the word
WHERE is replaced by the words HOW MANY.

The user

must respond by entering the number of interceptor
aircraft that will be vectored to staged area.

Any

key within the numeric entry groups may be selected.
(Refer to Chapter XV, Section C for a description of
numeric entry keys.)
2)

After the numeric entry keys have been selected, key
number 1 must be pressed to enter the selection.

d.

At this point all commands have been entered and if key
number 8 is pressed, the simulation will begin.

Reassignment of Interceptors within a Previously Assigned Inter
ceptor Cell
a.

Select interceptor cell to be reassigned.
1)

Interceptors within a previously assigned interceptor
cell can be reassigned to either the staged, collision
or offset attack approach by first pressing the
INTERCEPT key number 15 to select the interceptor
display.

All reassignments are made via the inter

ceptor display.
2)

Move cursor to the interceptor cell to be reassigned
by manually moving the cursor positioner to the row
containing the desired interceptor.

The row will

"blink when the cursor is in the correct position.
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b.

Select attack approach.
1)

If* collision attack approach is selected, repeat
steps l.b through l.d then go to ^,c;

otherwise

go to 4.b2,
2)

Select offset attack approach by repeating steps
2.b through 2.d;

3)

otherwise go to ^.b3.

If staged attack approach is selected, repeat
steps 3 «b through 3»c and go to step ^.c.

c.

All inputs are now entered and a new interceptor cell will
be formed from the interceptor cell selected in step ^.a.

d.

Press START key 8 to continue simulation.
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Appendix D
OPERATION:

CASE STUDY INTERACTIVE KEYBOARD EXAMPLE

The following example is presented to show how the IDIIOM
functional keyboard operates during the input of typical air-battle
commands.

Suppose the user wanted to input commands that would:

l) display the battle arena, 2) display the raid cell status ftom base
3 and 3) launch 5 interceptor cells from base 3 in a collision attack
course against raid cell 2,

Assume the target for raid cell number 3

is airbase number 2 which is protected by 20 interceptors.

If the

IDIIOM keyboard was not initialized, that is, waiting for the first
command instruction, the user would first press SEND on the DECS,
(Refer to Chapter IV, Section B for a description of DECS.)
would initialize the IDIIOM functional keyboard.

This

When the keyboard is

initialized the only keys that are lighted and enabled are the map,
airbase, raid, interceptor, remove/restore, radius, move aewcs, decs
and start/stop (Figure 43A).

The last two keys are always lighted.

Since it is desirable to input the commands as stated above, the user
would first strike the ARENA key (32).

When this was accomplished,

the IDIIOM screen would display the battle arena including airbase
locations, AEWCS and any threat aircraft within the arena.
corresponding to the next permissible inputs are lighted.
point,

the user now presses the RAID (l6) key.

The keys
At this

This causes the map

display to disappear and the status of every raid cell status in the
simulation appears on the screen,

(See Figure 12,)

From the raid

cell status the user reads the velocity heading and range of every
threat aircraft.

Functional keys numbered 24, 29, 30, 31 a^e now

disabled and their lights go out.

The digit input keys and speed
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control keys are lighted as shown in Figure ^3B.

The digits are

lighted so that the raid status from any airbase can be determined.
The raid status default condition is programmed to be from AEWCS
and the user must select an airbase number if he wishes the raid
status to be computed from the selected base number.
raid status from base number 2 is desired.
3 key (25) followed by the ENTER key (l).
sent the raid status from base 3«
key (24);

In our case,

The user presses the digit
The display will now p r e 

Next, the user presses the AIRBASE

this causes the next bank of switches to be lighted.

(Figure 43C. )

At this point all bases in the simulation are displayed

and the cursor positioner is activated.

(See Chapter IV, Section D4

for a description of the cursor positioner.)

The user now positions

the cursor over the desired base from which the interceptors are to be
launched and presses the COLLISION key (22).

The COLLISION key (22)

indicates that the interceptors launched from the selected base will
be assigned a collision attack course.

After performing the above

steps, the words HOW MANY will be typed out across the bottom left
hand portion of the scope display and the keys associated with the
permissible collision function will be lighted (Figure 43B)»

®ur

case, the user first strikes the digit 5 key (18) followed immediately
by the ENTER key (l).
to be launched.

This command indicates that 5 interceptors are

After the ENTER key has been depressed, the words TO

RAID are typed next to the previous command HOW MANY.

The user must

respond by pressing only the lighted keys as shown in Figure
number 26 followed by ENTER key 1 must be pressed to satisfy our
example of launching 5 interceptors (HOW MANY) from base 3 against
raid 2 (TO RAID) in a collision attack course.

Key
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ARENA

remove/

RADIUS

RESTORE

(A)
Initialize
Condition
Options

MOVE
AEWCS

AIR
BASE

RAID

INTER
CEPTOR

DETEC
TION
DECS

start/

STOP

ARENA

(B)
Status Display
Options

AIR
BASE

STAGE

RAID

start /

STOP

INTER
CEPTOR
SPEED

Figure 43*

COLSN

OFFSET

DETEC
TION
DECS

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0

ENTER

IDIIOM Functional Keyboard I llu s tr a tin g (A) I n it ia liz e Condition Options,
(B) Status D isplay Options, (C) Attack Approach Options, (d ) Interceptor
C e ll Assignment Options and (e ) Raid C e ll Assignment Options0
(Fig, 43 contd, on next page)
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ARENA.

(c)
Attack
Approach
Options

AIR
BASE

STAGE

COLSN

RAID

INTER
CEPTOR

DETECTION

START/
STOP

(D)
Interceptor
C e ll Assignment
Options

OFFSET

SPEED

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

CLEAR

0

ENTER

Figure 43 (contd.) IDIIOM Function Keyboard I llu s tr a tin g (A.) I n it ia liz e Condition
Options, (B) Status D isplay Options, (C) Attack Approach Options,
(D) Interceptor C e ll Assignment Options and (e ) Raid C e ll Assign
ment Options.
(Fig. 43 contd. on next page)
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ARENA

3

ALTV

(E)
Raid Cell
Assignment
Options

4

8
START/
STOP

DECS

CLEAR

ENTER

Figure 43 (contd.) IDIIOM Functional Keyboard Illustrating (a ) Initialize Condition
Options, (B) Status Display Options, (c) Attack Approach Options,
(D) Interceptor Cell Assignment Options and (E) Raid Cell
Assignment Options.

